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ABSTRACT

This report contains the results of tvw explosive test series:
(1) The Scaled Explosive By Test Series vhose purpose was to vali-
date the "Scaling Law" as applied to model bays and (2) The Ultimate
Capacity Bay Test Series vhose purpose was to determine the ltinate
explosive resistance of a given explosive bay configuration.

The results of these tests indicated that scale models may be
used to evaluate the blast-resistant capabilities of a laced rein-
forced concrete cubicle-type structure and that the total explosive
capacity of the tested structure (at incipient failure) is at least
equal to 7,500 lbs.of high explosives,.

The Explosive Bay Test Series as carried out under the super-
vision of the Amunition Engineering Directorate's Process Ungineering
Laboratory vith technical assistance relating to structural dwsign and
testing provided b7 Awar & Whitney of Nev York, Now York.

The smaller models (1/10 and 1/8 scale) were fabricated at th.'
Civil ngineering Laboratories, Columbia University, and Ohio River
Division Laboratories, Cincinnati, Ohic and tested at Picatinay Arsenal.
The 1/3 and 1/5 4cale models vre built and tested bF the Arthur D.
Little Curporation at its Keene, Nev Hampshire test facility and the
full scale structure as constructed and tested at the U.S. Naval
Weapons Center, China Lake, California.
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DAHAZE CLASSIFICATION

In this report relating to results of e+ructural damage, certain
terms vill be used to describe the degree of damage to a reinforced
concrete wall. Definitions of these terms are:

Incipient Failure - on the verge of collapse

Partial Failure - breaking of concrete into vo or more secticas tnu
do not disengage from each other as a result of either
failure of the tension reinforcement and/or shear
failure in the concrete

Total Failure - failed sections of the element are disengaged and/or
complete disengagement of the concrete from the rein-
forcement occurred

Heavy Damage - element is at or near incipient failure

Medium Damage - Large cracking (no reinforcement failure), local
crushing, surface pitting

Light Damage - minimum damage, hairline or slightly larger cracks

In composite vall construction, the classification of the over-
all damage to the element is based on the damage sustained by the re-
ceiver panel.

xi
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SU144ARY

I

factors" that would relate the test results of model cubicle structures
to the full scale structure, and to evaluate the blast resistance of
specific cubicle arrangeaents that might be used in the processing of
expl~osive -sterials.

Twenty tests were conducted on eight structures, distributed in
the following manner: three on the 1/10 scale, four on the 1/8 scale,
three on the 1/5 scale, +'h-ree on the 1/3 scale a~d four on the full scale
structure. The remainiz three tests consisted ot single tests on three
different model bay structures (one 1/10 and two lYA scale). The three
latter tests were performed separately from the sca.g r'spries tests
and were primarily conducted to evaluate the ultimaracapecity of the
structure and/or compare the use of composite 'colstruction with that
of plain reinforced concrete.

The charges were either single spheres or A cluster of spheres of
Composition B. However, because of the large quantities of explosives
involved, boxes of TNT were used In the last two rounds of the full

scale test. The charge weights used were 2,000, 3,000, 5,000, 7,500
and 10,000 lbi. or their scaled equivalents. These charges were placed
in -he geometric center of each cubicle. Each structure of the scaling
series was successively tested three or four times with increasing HE
charges until the point of incipient failure or total destruction
occurred. Three exceptions to this were the ultimate capacity structure
tests where a single shot equivalent to 10,000 lbs. was fired in the 1/10
scale structure while the explosive weight in each 1/8 scale model was
equivalent to 7,o00 lbs.

All the bays tested had walls of composite-type construction
(concrete-sand-concrete) except for one 1/8 scale model which utilized
plan reinforced concrete. The concrete walls of both types of con-
struction used laced reinforcement. The interior cell dimensions of
the prototype structure were 40 feet long by 20 feet wide by 10 feet
high. It had no roof and was open at one side.

The first roud (2,000 lbs.) in the scaling test series produced
light cracking in the 1/10, 1/8 Und 1/5 scale models and hairline cracks
in the 1/3 and full scale models. The damage sustained in tne second
round (3,000 lbs.) consisted of heavy cracking of the 1/10 scale model,
medium cracking of the 1/5 scale model and minor cracking of the re-
mainder of the models. The third round (5,000 lbs) caused partial
destruction of the 1/10 scale model, medium damage to the 1/8 scale
model, incipient failure of the 1/5 scale model and minor cracking of
the 1/3 and full scale structures. Partial destruction was sustained
by both the 1/8 and full scale structures in the fourth series of tests.

xiii



In the Ultimate Capacity Tests, the 10,000 pound equivalent charge
in the 1/10 scale model produced complete destruction of the back wall
while the side walls cracked and sheared at their supports. A 7,500
lb. equivalent charge caused incipient failure of the 1/8 scale composite-
type model. However, when the 1/8 scale plain reinforced concrete model
was tested with an equivalent charge of 7,500 lbs., the damage sustained
was less than incipient failure. No reinforcement failure occurred in
either test of the 1/8 scale model. In general, the bay successfully
withstood the blast effects of detonations up to 7,500 lbs. of HE as
evidenced by a single shot test with the 1/8 scale composite and plain
wall construction.

The instrumentation used in the bay structure tests consisted of
photographic coverage, deflection gages and pressure gages. All the
instruments were not used in any one test.

xiv



CONCLUSIONS

The Scaled Bay Test Series proved that the so-called "Geometrical
Scaling" laws are applicable and that scaled models can be used to
simulate full scale response tests of laced reinforced concrete cubicle
structures. Although test results show that models as small as 1/10
scale may be used to obtain a reasonable estimate of the blast-resistant
capabilities of a full scale cubicle, it was found that the use of 1/8
scale and larger models will usually be more practical for testing and
construction purposes and will not significantly increase the test costs.

The results of this test series indicated that the test stricture,
originally designed to witlistand the blast effects of 2,000 lbs. of T17,
had an explosive storage capacity in the ordcr of 7,500 lbs. of TNT.

The most satisfactory measurements of the structural motions were
recorded by the deflection gar-s. These measurements included a deflection-
time history of the wall movements and indicated the maximum deflection which

a wall could attain under given applied blast loads. Also, measurements were
made of the overall movemer~t of the test structure due to sliding. Although
damage to the individual structures differed somewhat after each round of
tests, the differences after the first two rounds of tests are not attri-
buted entirely to scaling factors themselves. These differences could
be directly related to variations which existed in construction methods,
materials and/or test site conditions.

I"
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1-I Background

During the last severdj years, Picatinny Arsenal, as part of its
Supporting Studies Program, has been carrying out an overall experi-
mental and analytical program to establish safety criteria for the
design of protective structures used in high explosive processing and
storage facilities. This program was funded by the Armed Services
E;xplosives Safety Board. The firm of Ammann & Whitney provided technical
assistance on structural and other aspects of the program.

Because full scale testing in connection with the above program
would have been prohibitively expensive, a test series was designed to
evaluate the validity of utilizing models in place of full scale structures.

At the suggestion of the Armed Services Explosives Safety BoarJ
it was decided to design, construct and test a structure having the
interior dimensions of e typical explosive r,.nufacturing bay (Figure 1)
that would withstand the effects of a detonation of 2,000 lbs. of IiE (Ref. 1).

1-2 Scope of Report

This report is divided into two main parts:

i) Discussion of the b,%y structure test series (Section II) ?

20 iscussion of the ultimate capacity test series (Section III)

i-3 Pri,ary Oujectives

'-ie tw) ;ain objectives of the test series were to:

i) -stablish "model factors" that will relate the test resu lts
of model structures to those of their prototype (full scale)
and to each other.

2) 'valuate the explosive-resistant capacity of a specific
cub( cle arrangement.

1-4, i ccondary Obj ectives

.'he secor.iary objectives were to:

1) Ovalunte blast load parameters for the design of protective
strnctures.

---
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2) Determine experimentally the structural response of laced
reinforced concrete to the applied blast loads.

3) Establish construction details to afford the r-quired strength
to resist the ar-lied blast loads.

.)Accumulate data pertaining to leakage pressures.

-3-



SECTION II

SCALED BAY TEST SERIES

2-1 Test Layout

2-1.1 Prototype Structure

The bay structure was designea to include the effects of adjoining
cells that would exist in an actual explosive manufacturing facility
(Figure 2). All the structural elements were conetructed of reinforced
concrete and consisted of a floor slab, back wall and two side walls. The
front and top of the structure remained open to the atmosphere. The
interior dimensions of the prototype cubicle vre LO 4t.-0 in. long by
20 ft.-u in. deep by 10 ft.-O in. high.

The walls of the structure were built usinp com.posite (sandwich)
construction where two concrete panels were separated by sand fill.
Each wall had an overall thickness of eight feet and was divided into a
two foot thick donor panel, a four foot wide sand-filled cavity, and a two
foot thick receiver panel. In the side walls, closure of the sand cavity
at the open end of the structure was provided by an end panel. At the
intersection Of each side wall with the back wall, a sand-filled cylindrical
cavity, which extended from the top of the valls down to the pedestal, was
provided. Figure 3 illustrates a typical cross section through a composite
wall.

To resist the buildup of blast pressures in the corners, two foot high
by two foot wide concrete haunches were located at the intersections of all
three walls with the floor slab. Also, concrete pedestals were used to
separate the !. e of the individual p .nels of each wall. The haunches and
pedcstal of eacb wall were interconnected by reinforcing bars which were con-
tiauous across the base of the wall. This system formed a monolithic connection
between the vel and the slab.

Adjacent to the walls was the peripheral floor slab which had a thickness
of two feet and surrounded the one foot thick central floor slab. The transition
between the two thicknesses was acconplished by an intermediate taper.

Ifigh strength billet steel bars conforming to ASM4 Specification A432

(new ASIM designation is A615 Grade 60) were used throughout for reinforcement

of the concrete. The main horizontal and vertical reinforcement in both the
back and side walls consisted of 1-1/8 inch diameter bars located 10 inches on
center and was identical at both surfaces of each panel. The borisontal rein-
forcement vas bounded by the vertical .,inforcing bars. As was the case with the
horisontal reinforcement, the adjacent vertical bars in the walls were tied
together by means of diagonal lacing reinforcement (Rafs. 2 and 3)havig a diameter

Preced page blank
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of 5/6 inch. The laci,.g in the vertical direction was continuous over
approximately the lower half of the wall height whereas the lacing in
the horizontal direction was continuous across the full length of the
wall. In the peripheral floor slab the reinforcement was identical to
that utilized in the walls (U-1/8 inch diameter bars) but in the central
floor slab, only minimum reinforcement of 1/2 inch diameter bars was
provided.

2-1.2 Model Desij~n

All models used in the test series were designed according to the
principles of "Geometrical Scaling" to insure that the model test data
can be applied to the prototype. The "Geometrical Scaling Laws" state
that there is a linear relationship between the dimensions of the model
cubicle and full scale prototype. Kowever, the charge weights of ex-
plosives used vary as the cube root of the scale factor. A more detailed
discussion of the principles of "Geometric Scaling" is presented in
Appendix A. Theoretically, all structural parameters of a model should
scale in relation to those of its prototype structure. However, because
different materials are used in the model then in t'_e full scale structure,
exact scaling seldom can be achieved. The effects of these differences
depend on the structure's response (stresses and strains) to the applied
loads; that is, in a structural arrangement where the tension stresses
e significant, the material ditferences affecting this type of action

will be important in the model design. However, for models where the
loads produce primarily compression, the differences in msterial affecting
the tensile strength require less consideration.

Because the concrete and reinforcement used in model construction
can be placed with 1/32 inch ani 1/16 inch of the required dimensions,
respectively, the minimum size model considered for use in the Bay Struc-
ture Test Serias was 1/10 scale (Figure 2). Although models of the bay
structure whose sizes are smaller than 1/10 scale could have been fabri-
cated without difficulty, the reduced dimensions associated with the
smaller mod'els in combination with a slight misplecement of the explosive
may have produced blast loads which were significantly different from
those scaled from the prototype. The larger models provided more flexi-
bility for locating the explosives, and therefore, greater reliability in
the test results. Also, because of the handling problems which occurred
during construction, the cost of fabrication of the smaller cubicle models
probably would have been in the order of, or greater than, that of the
1/10 scale model.

The properties of the reinforcement, other than the spacing, needed
major adjustments in the design. In the prototype and larger scale model
(1/3 scele), the reinforcement consisted of standard ductile reinforcing
bars which were commercially available. However, models smaller than
1/3 scale, the use of ductile steel wire was required to simulate the
other nhysical (dianeter and area) and mechanical (strength and ductility)
properties of the reinforcing steel in the prototype structure.

-10-



Miost wire sizes vere available to scale the physical character-
istics of the reinaforcing bars for 1/10 scale modeli and larger.
However, because the available steel wire was cold drawn, and therefore,
brittle, adjustments of tht wire properties to simulate the mechanical
properties of the hot rolled reinforcement of the larger rodels had to
be accomplished by annealing the wire.

As can be seen from Table 1, all dimensions of the bay structure
models were scaled in accordance with the General Scaling Laws (Appendix A)
whereas, except for the spacing and diameter of the main reinforcement
in the 1/10 scale model, all physical properties of the reinforcement
in the models were scaled within 10% of those of the main steel in the
full scale structure. In the case of the 1/10 scale model, asaling of
the areaof the reinforcement was achieved with 4% of that of the
prototype structure reinforcing steel.

Because the annealed wire used in the model construction vas
available before the test series was conceived, exact scaling between the
mechanical properties of the reinforcement in the three smaller models
and the prototype structure could not be fully achieved. The strength
of the wire used in the three smaller models exceeded the strength of
the reinforcing bars used in the 1/3 scale and full scale structures.
However, this increased strength was partially offset by the reduced
ductility of the wire. It shruld be noted that the tensile tests of
both the reinforcing bars and wire were performed using an 8-inch
specimen length. If the length of wire used for the tensile tests had
been scaled according to model size, then the percent elongations recorded
for the wire would have been larger than those given in Table 1 resulting
in a clc er comparison between the potential energy of the models and the
prototype. Even though the variations in the mechanical properties of
the various test structures were slight, these differences were evident
in the results of the individual tests which will be explained later
in this report.

The ultimate strength of the concrete in all four models and the
full scale structure was within 10%. For the type of structure considered,
where the major portion of the shear strength was afforded by the lacing
bars and the compression forces were resisted by the compiession reinforce-
ment, this degree of duplication of the concrete strength of the individual
structures was considered adequate. On the other hand, the concrete aggre-
gate in the smaller scale. models (1/8 and 1/10 scale) generally consisted
of siand whose gradation, strength and shape did not necessarily simulate
the crushed stone (coarse aggregate) of the prototype structure. Also, the
sand (fine aggregate) used in the concrete mix of the full scale structure
could not be simulated for the smaller models. As will be shown, this
variation in the concrete components did not produce a significant variance
in those test results where the concrete response was the controlling factor.

-11-



TABLE 1 - COMPARISON OF SCALED PROPERTIES OF RAY S
TEST SERIES

UNIT FULL-SCALE ONE-THIRD4.4CSL ONE-FIFTH-SCAJ.E

UNIT UNIT S.F. UNIT b

1. Charge Weight (lb..)

. ret Series 1 2260 75 0.320 16 0.192

b. Tet Series 2 3390 112.5 0.333 24 0.192

c. Test Seriea 3 S000 112.5 (4) 40 0.20C

d. Test Series 4 7500

2. Call Umension 4() 40'x20'xlO' 13'4"x6'8"x3'4 '  
0.333 S'x4'x2' 0.200

3. Thicknema (In)(2) b4~J46 .333 ,1-; 0.20024 C48]8 [16]16 LM8

4. Flaxurel Reinforcement

a. Type ASTH A402 ASTMl-A432 - Annealed Wire

b, Sie #9 03 - 4 -

c., Spacing (in.) 10 3.125 0.300 2 0.200

d. Diamecer (in.) 1.128 0.375 0.333 0.234 0.207

a. Area (in' /it) 1.2 0.425 0.354 0.026 0.214

5, Stree (pl)

a. Yiela. fy 73.700 73,100 100000

b. UltLmatse, f 108,700 107,600 126,000U

b. Ductility (3) 17,3 (5) 9.3

i, ond Laps Continuous Bars Continuus late

8. Concrete Strengtci, f' , (PSI) 4,94U 2,24U 5550

(1) Fe*t and inches

(2) Nuber Inflindicate thickness of @and fill.(N (3) Percent Elongation of 8 in. Specimen.
(4) Locetion of charge adjusted to ulmlate blast load.
(5) Data not aeailable.
(6) straight bal!
(7) Data not reliable.



I - COMPARISON OF SCALED PROPERTIES OF BAY STRUCTURE
TEST SERIES

-THIRD6.CALE ONE-FIZTU-SCALE ONE-EIGHTH-SCALE ONE-TkNTH-SCALE

-S.a UNIT S.F. UNIT 5.7. UNIT S.F.

0.320 16 0.192 4 0.21 2.00 0o96

0.333 24 0.192 6 0.121 3.24 0.101

(4) 40 0.200 10 0.125 4.24 0.095

15 0.125 - -

13' 4" 0.333 S'x4'x2' 0.200 5'x2'-6"xl'3" 0.125 4'a2'xl' 0.100

3.,oo 0.1,0

6.333 4:-; I 0.200 3j6J 0[43 -'010
16

32 - Annealed Wire Annealed Wire - Annealed Wire

.4 - 9-1/2g - 10-1/2S

0.300 2 0.200 1.25 0.125 1.25 0.125

0.333 0.234 0.207 0.143 0.127 0.127 0.113

0.354 0.026 0.214 0.151 0.121 0.013 0.104

73,100 100,000 91.500 0,900

107,600 126,000 100,000 S0O

(5) 9.3 (7) 3

ueus are Continuous Dare Continuou . Contiuous &are

5,240 5550 3670 540

"-3)
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2-1.3 Model Construction

The 1/5 scale and larger cubicles of the Bay Structure Test
Series were constructed at the test site. The smaller (1/8 and 1/10
scale) models werebuilt in a laboratory workshop and then shipped to
the test site. Because of the inherent strength of the cubicle, trans-
portation of the smaller models did not create a problem. A sufficiently
strong pallet was designed using steel beams which allowed for raising
and lowering of the model as required. The strong back and rigging
system for moving the model was fabricated prior to construction of
the model.

Unique problems of placing concrete were encountered in .Ie
construction of the smaller reinforced concrete models. The relatively
large quantities of flexural reinforcement, the presence of lacing,
and the unique detailing of the steel (Figure 4) required to develop
the full capacity of the structure, minimized the space available for
placement of the corcrete. Fortunately, however, because of the inter-
locking of the flexural and lacing reinforcement which produced a rigid
assembly (Figure 3), the concrete could be vibrated to the bottom of
the walls merely by vibrating the top of the reinforcement assembly.
In addition, by placing the vibrators against the exterior surfaces
of the wall forms (1/4-inch plywood) and beneath the floor forms,
complete vibration of the concrete was achieved without honeycombs.
In the case of the larger models, the larger spacing of the reinforce-
ment in tk~ese structures permitted the passage of vibrators down through
the steel, which eliminated the need for consolidating the concrete
by vibrating the reinforcement assembly.

As mentioned, the properties of the reinforcement in the models
must be similar to those used in the prototype structure. For the cubicle
model sizes tested, the reinforcement used in the 1/3 scale model bay
structure was commercially available and had saiilitu Ie with that used
in the full scale structure. However, in the cubicles smaller than
1/3 scale, special annealed wire was used to produce similitude
between the reinforcement of the models and that of the prototype.
This wire was shipped in coils and required straightening before being
used in the model construction. Two straightenin, methods were developed
and used without significantly changing the properties of the annealed
wire. The first method (used in the construction of the two small models)
consisted of cutting the coiled wire to desired lengths and then stretch-
Ing it i a universal testinp machine. Care was taken to only slightly
exceed the elastic limit of the wire. The second method consisted of
passing the wire through a die and around a wheel (Figure 5). The die
and whel vere so placed a to produce a reverse curvature in the wire.
However, for the models considered, where the reinforcirg steel was
designed to attain inelastic deformations including the strain hardening
region, this change in the elastic properties had only negligible ef-
fects iA altering the overall potential energy of the structure to resist
the applied blast loads.
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In addition, it was necessary to develop a different method
for bending the reinforcing bare and wire than used for the lacing
steel. For the heavier bars of the full scale structure, a series
of dies were manufactured to give the correct bends. One die was
fixed in place while the other die was attached to a hydraulic Jack
(Figure 6). The straight bars were then placed between the station-
ary die and the movable die and crimped by the action of the movable
die. A similar method was used for the wire in the smaller models.
In this case the crimping was achieved by hand rather than by hydraulic
Jack (Figure 6).

In the construction of the two small scale cubicles, the re-
inforcement for the individual walls of each cubicle was assembled in
the shop (Figure 7). After the valls were erected, the floor rein-

forcement was threaded through the wall sections. In this cise, all
the reinforcement for the entire model vas in place before any concrete
was placed. The tvo lrger models on the other hand were constructed
using ordinary construction methods.

2-1.4 Test Site

Both the small and large models of the reinforced concrete
cubicles of the Bay Structure Test Series were tested in the field
because of the relatively large quantities of explosives required in
these tests. In addition, the possibility of the occurrence of high
velocity concrete fragments predetermined open air testing. Provisions
were made to prepare the site for the model tests so that they would
simulate the site conditions ot the prototype tests.

The 1/10 scale model, which was the initial structure tested,
was placed on lightly compacted fill (Figure 8) used to level the site
area before the test. The final results of this test indicated that

the soft soil condition had a contributory effect on the final failure
of the structure.

Based on the results of the 1/10 scale model test, the 1/3
and 1/5 scale structures were tested at another site vhere a more
stable subgrade existed. Also, the use of the alternate site was
required because of the larger explosive quantities Involved in
these tests. The substrata at the new site coasistedof a rock ledge
situated approximately two feet below the ground surfue (figure 8)
and an overburden of natural soft top soil. The soil ws excavated
down to the rock ledge and this resulted in an overexcavation of ap.
proximately 8 inches more than that required for the wall footing.
The overexcavation was then backfilled and compacted to 90% CR-55 to
the depth required for construction. This stabilization of the sub-

grade appreciably increased the overall capacity cf the larger models

relative to that of the 1/10 scale structure.
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To establish a closer degree of similitude between the sub-
grades for the various models, the soil strength below the 1/8 scale
model was considerably improved. The backfill was excavated to a depth
of approximately one foot below the bottom of the floor slab (Figure 8).
The sand fill as then compacted and a 6-inch thick lean concrete slab,
used to simulate the rock ledge of the larger scale model test, was
located at the bottom of the excavation. Sand was compacted on top of
the slab to a depth required for positioning the model. As was evident
from the test results, the stabilization of the subgrade resulted in a
closer degree of similit-de between the damage sustained by the larger
structures andthe 1/8 scale model than was produced in the 1/10 scale
model test.

The full scale structure was constructed on the shore nf a
fort_," lake at the Naval Weapons Center. The soil condition at this
lake consisted of a calcium deposit which (until disturbed) vas well
Compacted and dense. The strength of this cemented material-was greatly
reduced after being disturbed. To maintain a stable substrata similar

to that of the 1/5 and, 1/3 scale models, the full scale bay structure
was built with a minimum of excavation. Here, the bottom of the floor
slab was located on the existing ground surface (Figure 8). !'xcavation
was required only for the wall footings. Lean concrete ratner than
soil was used as backfill around the footings to simulate the density
of the undisturbed soil below the floor slab. Because the top of the
floor slab of each mouel wan placed flush with the ground surface,
compacted fill had to be placed adjacent to the edges of the floor
slab of the full scale structinr. The purpose 0' the backfill was
to , event excessive absorption of the blast energy by sliding of
the structure which in turn wuld affect the similitude between the
models and the prototype.

2-1.5 Explosive Cnarges

All five structures were tested twice under similar conditions,
with quantities of explosives equivalent to 2,000 and 3,000 lbs. of
Composition B in the first and second rounds, respectively. Except
for the second round of the 1/10 scale model test, the explosives used
in each test of each structure in the first two rounds were single
spherical charges. The second round of the 1/10 scale model ;est
utilized three spherical charges; the sum total of their weights was
slightly greater than the equivalent weight of explosives used in the
second test of other structures. Each charge was located at the geo-
metric center of the structure. The typical pre-shot arrangement of
each test is illustrated by the pre-shot teL.t setup of the scaled
structures (Figure 9) and full scale structure (Figure 10).

Except for the 1/3 and full scale structure tests, the ex-
plosives used :, the individual tests of the third round were equiv-
alent to 5,C30 lbs. of Composition B. The quantity of explosives
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utilized in the third tes" of the 1/3 scale structure was equal to
112.5 lbs. of Composition B (equivalent to 3,000 lbs. full scale)
which was the maximum quantity of explosives permitted to be detonated
at the test site. However, to simulate the blast loads acting on the
back wall of the structure (in terms of impulse) which would be pro-
duced by the scaled equivalent of 5,000 lbs. of explosives, the
112.5 lb. charge was moved closer to the back wall. The explosives
used in the third round of the full scale structure consisted of 100-
50 lb. units of TNT. Each unit was contained in a light aluminum metal
container. The containers were stacked in the shape of a square on
the floor slab and at the center of the cell.

Only the 1/8 scale model and the prototype structure were tested
in the fourth round because of the degree of damage after the third
round. The equivalen+ weight of explosives used in each test was T,500 lbs.
A spherically-shaped charge of Composition B was suspended at the center
of the bay used in the model test. In the full scale test 150-50 lb.
containers stacked in a manner used in the third round were utilized.

Table 2 lists the charge properties, including the type,
weight, location relative to the back wall (scaled distance) and full
Scale equivalent weight for each round of tests for each structure.

2-1.6 Instrumentation and Test Measurements

Pressure, deflection, and strain Rages, and photographic
coverage were the principal instruments used to record the
physical state of the cubicle before, during and after the completion
of each individual test. Table 3 lists the type and number of instru-
ments used and the number which functioned durlag the test. A descrip-
tion of the physical and electronic measurements performed during each
test follows.

Electronic Pressure Gages-last pressure measurements were
made with Ballistic Research Lrr. iries' electronic pressure gages
during the first three tests of to uil scale test series at China
Lake. Seven gages were placed at vcrioue distances from the outside
walls of the cubicle to determine the blast pressures acting on the
ground surface exterior of the test structure. The location of the
gages varied from 90-1100 feet from the center of the donor cell which
corresponded to estimated peak pressure levels of 30 and 0.4 psi, re-
spectively. All gages were mounted flush with the ground surface in
order that the side-on pressure produced by the leakage of the blast
pressures over, around and through the structure to the exterior could
be recorded. The location of these gages is shown in Table 4.

Electronic Deflection Gages--Electronic deflection gages
(Figures 11 and 12) were used to determine the time-history movement
of the walls of the 1/5, 1/3 and full scale structures. The deflection
gages were linear displacemeht transducers which operate on the principle
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Table 2 - CHARGE WEIGHT PROPERTIES

Chare Proprti e
Round Charge Wt.

Structure No. type Lb ZA L.Z.(.)Lbs. (1) 

1 Single 2.0 0.8 2,000
1/10 Scale 2 Cluster 3.24 0.675 3,240

3 Cluster 4.25 o.62 4,250

1/10 Scale 1 Cluster 10.0 0.465 10,000

1 Single 4.0 0.79 2,000

1/8 scale 2 Single 6.0 0.69 3,000
3 Single 10.0 0.58 5,000
4 Cluster 15.0 0.50 7,500

1/8 Scale(2 1 Single 15.0 0.50 7,500

1/8 Scale (3 )  1 Single 15.0 0.50 7,500

1 Single 16.0 0.785 2,000
1/5 Scale 2 Single 24.o 0.688 3,000

3 Cluster 40.0 0.58 5,000

1 Single 75.0 0.775 2,025
1/3 Scale 2 Single 112.5 0.680 3,040

3 Single 112;5 0.530 3,0140

1 Single 2,000 0.8 2,000

Full Scale 2 Single 3,000 0.69 3,000
3 Boxes 5,000 0.58 5,000
4 Boxes 7,500 0.50 7,500

(1) EFSWT. - Equivalent Full Scale Weight
(2) Modified construction bay
(3) Bay constructed of single reinforced concrete walls
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TABLE 3 - ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

PRESSURE GAGE DEFLECT. GAGE STRAIN GAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
STRUCTURE ROUND

Used Oper. Used per. Used Oper. Used Oper.

1 -- - - - - 4 14One-Tenth 2 4 4
Scale

1 . . . .. . 3 3

One-Eigbth 2 . . . . . . 3 3
Scale 3 . . . .. . 3 3

4. .. . 3 3

One-Fifth 1 - 2 0 6 1 6 2
Scale 2 - - 2 2 - - 43 - 1 1 - -0

1 - - 2 2 7 0 6
One-Third 1 2

Scale3
Scle- - 1 - - 14 k

1 21 19 18 0 - - 4
Full 2 21 17 17 17 - - 4
Scale 3 21 19 . .. 4-
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of change in inductance in the coils of a linear differential trans-
former with changes in position of the core. These gages had either
a 6 or 12 inch stroke and were used according to the magnitude of de-
flection anticipated. Each gage was mounted on the receiver side of
each well. In the full scale structure test, each gage Vas supported
by its mount on the floor slab while in the 1/3 and 1/5 scale tests,
the mounts were supported on concrete pedestals each of which was lo-
cated adjacent to, but not connected to, the floor slab of its corres-
ponding structure. The output of the transducer was recorded as a
function of time giving a complete picture of the full scale structure
wall deflections relative to the base slab. In the case of the models,
the overall movement of the structure vs. time was recorded (Figure 12
shove some typical output of these instruments). The pre-shot and post-
shot physical measurements indicated that the soil between the floor
slab and pedestals remained elastic during the tests so that the overall
movement of the structure contributed very little to the gr6ss movement
of the wells. No electronic deflection measurenents were taken in the
1/10 or 1/8 scale test series.

Eighteen gages were used in each of the first three rounds of
the full scale tests. Deflection measurements included those of both
the receiver and donor panels of all three valls. The attachment points
for the various gages are shown in Figure 13.

Two deflection gages were used in Rounds 1 and 3 of each 1/3
and 1/5 scale model tests. The gages in each test were located along
the centerline and near the top of the back walls. One gage was at-

tached to the donor panel while the other gage was attached to the re-
ceiver panel. In Round 3, onelage was attached to the receiver panel
of the back wall of each of the two larger models.

Electronic Strain Gees-Strain ages were used to determine
the mechanlim of dynamic wall failure under explosive loading conditions
The strain gages were cemented directly to reinforcing bars at critical

points within the structure before the concrete was poured in the 1/3
and 1/5 scale models. SH-4 post-yield gages were bonded to either the
horizontal or vertical reinfortng bars where the development of maximmu
tension strains in either the slde or back walls vms anticipated. All
gages were electrically shielded to mininize electrical interference
from exterior sources. A total of six and seven ea were utilized
in the 1/3 and 1/5 scale tests, respectively.

hyical easurowent--acept where structural failure occurred,
post-shot permanent deflections of all the valls of each structure
were measured before proceeding with the next round of tests. These
deflections were obtained by hand measurements. Horizontal and vertical
overall structural movements were deterained by pre-shot and post-shot
surveys of refer'- .... _kera embedded within the concrete. *T more
closely define the datage sustained by each structure in each test
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series, post-shot crack patterns of the vails and floor slab of
each structure were made. The patterns Indicated the location
and size of: concrete cracks, spelling, are" of exposed reinforce-

ment, and arm* of reinforcement failure.

1btoFaPhic Coverae-Both still and motion pictures were
used to reccr- test events. S ,.U photography vas used to record
the construction phase of thc test as vell as pre-shot test arrange-
ments and post-shot test rL.ults. Motion pictures were used princi-
pally to determine the damage characteristics of the. test structure
includtng sizes and velocities of fragments and their distribution
resulting from "'ne breakup of any portion of the test structure.

Four camera viewing methods were utilized: (1) the shadow-
graph method, (2) backboard method (to determine fragment velocities),
(3) rear view-ing method, and (4) site vieving method. Hovever, all
the methods were not necessarily used in every test. The viewing
method varied from tound to round. Camera layouts a.'id speeds for a
typical test such as the 1/10 scale test. series are illustrat.d
in Figure 14.

2-2 Discussion of Test Results

2-2.1 Structural Damage

General-Since the scaled explosive equivalent of 2.000 lbs.
and approximately 3,000 lbs. of HE were detonated in Rounds 1 and 2 of
eeak model test-, the discussion of the results ar4 comparison of struc-
tural damae will concentrate on these rounds. Because of the vari-
ance of the Individual test setups for Punds 3 and 4, only a limited
*omparison of the results of these tests can be discussed. Emphasis
has been placed c,. the discussion of the damage sustained by the back-
wall since it was the critical element of the Structure (Ref. 4).
Table 5 is a stu*ary listing the test setup and dege sustained by the
back and side walls of each struqture in eo.'.h round of tests.

Round 1-In general, the overall damage sustained by all four
models a"trfUll scale structure was about the same. Surface spal-
ling of the donor panel was slightly more severe in the 1/5, 1/1 and
full scale structures (Figures 15 and 16) than the mu scale struc-
tures. This apparently was caused by the failure of t)e thicker
conc-ete cover over the reinforcement of the tv- larger nodels. The
increa ed thickness was produced by accidental slippage of the wall
forms luring construction. The one-eighth scale model suffered the
least dm *e because the bay was constructed under vei controlled
conditions in the laboratcri. Additionally, the alls of the tvo
larger models and the prototype structure nee. patching after
removal of the forms. Another cont-ibuting factor to the great-r
spalling of the walls of the larger structures was the greater
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elastic rebound of their back walls as compared to those of the
smaller structures. This was evident by the protrusion of the
vertical reinforcement past the back wall of each of the larger
structures.

To prevent the vertical steel from buckling outward, the
vertical bars should be placed inside the horizontal bars in the
lower half of the wall. This follows an important -onclusion that
the controlling reinforcement should be placed internally of the
secondary reinforcement. This principle will be applied in all
cubicle designs that follow the Bay Tests.

The damage sustained by the back wall of each model and the
full scale structure was similar. The major cracks were tension cracks
formed at the supports on the donor side of the wall and at the middle
of the wall at the receiver side where vertical cracks were produced.
In areas of high compression stresses, the concrete was crushed on
both the donor and receiver surfaces of the donor panel.

There was virtually no damage to the receiver panel of the

back wall of each of the two larger structures (1/5 and 1/3 scale)
while vertical cracks were formed near the center of the back wall
of both smaller models (1/8 and 1/10 scale) (Figure 17). Both
smaller structures were tested on partially compacted fill. These
cracks were formed as a result of the vertical settlement of the
center of the back wall relative to the sections of the structure
where the side walls intersected the back wall. Since the soil
stability of the 1/8 scale model was greater than that of the _/10
scale model, the vertical cracks in the former were less severe.
This reduced damage of the 1/8 pcale model during the first test ap-
preciably increased its blast-resistant capacity for subsequent tests.

After the first round of tests, the horizontal and vertical
reinforcement in thi receiver and donor panels of the back wall of
all five structures remained intact. There was a minimum of crater-
ing (Figures 15 and 16) of the floor slabs of the test structures.
However, the depression in the floor slab of the full scale structure
was slightly larger than the depression formed in the model floor
slabs. The full scale structure crater was four inches deep and
45 feet in diameter. Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the extent of
damage due to cratering in the one-tenth scale structure.

Except for the end panels, which retained the sand fill, the
side walls of all test structures suffered little or no damage.
Because the control of the placement of the reinforcement in the
field-constructed structures was less than that which could be main-
tained in the laboratory, the damage to the end panels of the two
larger models was slightly greater thaz that of the two smaller
models. Post-shot investigations disclosed that the reinforcement
in the end panels of the two larger models was not placed in the
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center of the panels, but located near the interior surfaces, and
therefore, providing little capacity against bending in these sections.
In the full scale structure (Figure 20) and the two small scale models

(Figure 15), more care was taken in the placement of the reinforcement

in the end panels, and consequently, less dama e occurred.

Round 2-The tension reinforcement in the back wall donor
panel failed ner the center of the 1/10 scale structure (above the
floor slab haunch, Figure 2). The reinforcement in the remainder of
the structure and in the other test structures remained intact although
a shear plane was formed along each back wall donor Danel sunnort near
the floor slab. The formation of the shear plane resulted in a reduction
of the wall strength equivalent to a failure of the tension reinforcement.
The length along the wall where the shear plane was formed in the 1/8 and
full scale structures was shorter than those of the other three models.
The shear failure of the concrete resulted in the formation of relatively
large displacements of the donor panel which, in turn, caused excess scab-
bing (spalling produced by large straining of the reinforcement and/or
displacement of the element). Spalling of the donor surface of each donor
panel of the back walls of all structures was quite severe except in the
1/8 scale model where a smaller shear plane was formed (Figure 21).

The vertical cracks in the receiver panel of the back wall
of each of the two smaller (1/8 and 1/10 scale) models (Figure 22)
were quite large. However, these cracks were less pronounced in
the 1/8 scale bay in comparison to those of the 1/10 scale model.
Similar, but relatively smaller, cracks also were formed in the other
three structures. The vertical cracks extended the full height of
the wall while those of the other structures extended to approximately
two-thirds of the wall height. Formation of these iertical fissures
eventually produced failure of those structures.

The craters formed in the floor slabs in all test structures
during the first round of tests were enlarged during the second round.
With the exception of the 1/8 scale model, the crater penetrated the
depth of each floor slab and displaced the subgrade.

1he aide walls of the models and the prototype structure
suffered appreciably more damage than in Round 1. The walls of the
full scale (Figures 21 and 23) and the two larger models (particularly
the end panels) rffered more damage than those of the two smaller
concrete models. Here again, the methods of pouring the concrete
(which differed in the field from that of the laboratory) apparently
contributed to the greater damage sustained by the larger structure.

It is evident from the discussion so far that the compara-
tively insignificant differences in the damage to the vario-s scale
models can be attributed primarily to secondary causes such as method
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of pouring and differences in materials (reinforcement) and foun-
dations (uncompacted vs. consolidated ground) rather than to scaling
factors. In some instances more damage was susfa ,ned by the smaller
models while in other cases the larger structures suffered a greater
amount of damage. There was no definite pattern indicating that the
degree of damage increased or decreased with the size of the -odel.

Round 3-A comparison of the damage sustained by the various
test structures can be made only superficially since the test con-
ditions (cluster of charges, charge limitations, etc.) were not ex-
actly the san. for all the scale models used in this round of tests.
The difference between the individual tests of the first two test
series also contributed to distorting the comparable results of the
individual tests of the third round. However, the results of thir round
of teat4 did indicate test results vhich in general conformed to the
scaling principles which, turn, indicate that a wide deviation in
test arrangements is necessary to significantly distort the results of
one model test in comparison to those of similar model tests.

For t0e two lapser structures (full and 1/3 scale) and the
1/8 scale model, the damage was comparable insofar as the donor panel
of both the back and side walls sustained incipient failure (Figures
24 and 25). The-post-shot condition of the receiver panels (Figures 26
and 27) was classified as heavy damage (less than incipient failure).
The damage sustained by the donor anl receiver panels of the back wall
of the 1/5 seale model was partial destruction and incipient failure,
respectively. This increased wall damage above that of the larger
structures was attributed to the construction methods used in the
field and the use of cluster charges to simulate the 5,000 lb. equiv-
alent charge. The cluster of charges tended to producc a more severe
loading condition on the wall insofar as: (1) the interaction of the
blast waves of the individual charges enhances the blast pressures
which increase the applied blast impulse, and (2) the use of multiple
charges tends tc direct morp af the initial output of the explosion
in one direction (in this case towards the back wall) compared to
the spherical dispersion of the blast pressures associated with ex-
plosions of spherically-shaped charges. In the case of the full
scale bay test, there was an enhancement of the blast output due
to the use of multiple charges and because these charges were placed
directly on the floor slab. However, the type of explosive used in
the prototype test was TNT, which has a smaller blast output per
unit weight than Composition B used in the model tests.

both panels of the back val of the 1/10 scale bay failed
due to the enlargement of the previously mentioned vertical cracks
which were originally formed during Round 1 as a result of the soil
settlement beneath the center of the back wall. In addition, the
blast loads acting on the side walls of the cubicle induced additio-
nal tension stresses in the horizontal reinforcement of the back
wall. These strebses, which normally would be resisted by the mass
of the adjoining sections in a multi-cubicle facility in combination
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with the stresses produced by the subgrade and the normal bending
stresses, failed the horizontal reinforcement in the back wall and
enhanced the wall collapse.

Round 4--The 1/8 and fall scale structures were tested in
Round 4 to detemine their ultimate capacity (Figures 28 to 31). The
1/8 scale model completely failed while the prototype structure
was on the verge of collapse (incipient failure) as a result of an
explosive equivalent equal to 7,500 lbs. The explosiv, used in
the full scale structure was TY.T while Composition B explosive was
utilized in the 1/8 scale model test. Although the variation of
the blast output of these two explosives did have an effect on the
test results, the major reason for the variation in the structure's
respo.e was probably due to the greater potential energy of the
full scale structure relative to that of the model. Although the
Yield and ultimate strength of the hot-rolled reinforci:xg bars of
the full scale structure were less than those of the wire used in
the model and the dynamic increase in the strength of the wire was
hi'her than that of the reinforcement in the prototype, the ductility
o ite wire was significantly leas than the ductility of the rein-
forcing bars. The extent of the damage to the full scale structure
could have been reduced if the vertical reinforcement in the lower
portion of the walls was placed inside the horizontal reinforcement.
No instrumentation was used in this round.

2-2.2 Pressure, Deflection and Strain Test Measurcients

Bsst Pressures--The blast pressure gage data ret-orded in
the first three rounds of the full scale structure tests is given
in Table 5. This date includes gage location (distance and orien-
tation), peak positive incident pressure e and scaled impulse.

Figures 32 r, e plots ox peak pressure, (acting on the
ground surface) versus scaled distance for igeas located adjacent
t ti e .en end (front), the side walls and the back wall of the
structure, respectively. Ulso plotted are pressure-distance curves
for unconfined surface explosions and leakage pressures resulting
from explosions in partially confined cubicles (one back and two
side walls).

In this test series, the reflection or the L.Jast pressures
off the back vail and the focusing of these presaures by the aide
walls resulted in a shotgun effect producir pressures adjacent tr
the open end of the structure larger than those which would have
been produ-7ed by an unconfined surface explosion of equal magnitude.
On the other hand, pressures acting on the ground in other areas
around the structure were reduced belo- thcse of an unconfined burst
by the shie]dinr afforded by the .alls. The walls focused the blast
pressres at a higbr alt4 de than would normally occur if the walls
were not preaient.
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It should be noted that the pressure-distence relationships are
valid only for the .. ructural arrangements and charge weights involved
in this test series. A suery of these leakage pressures is given in
Figure 35 while a summary of other leikage pressure data is presented

References 6 to 8.

Deflections-As mentioned, electronic gage measurements indicating
the deflection-time history of the walls and physical measurements of the
permanent deflections were obtained in the Bay Structure Test Series. A
typical deflection-time curve for a back wall is illustrated in Appex-
diA B (Figure B-13) while Reference 9 contains a number of the other
deflection measurements obtained during the test series. Electronic
instrumentation was used in the two larger models and the full scale
structure tests whereas permanent deflection mea3urements were obtained
from all five structures tested. Tables 6 to 8 list the results of the
various deflection measurements which were obtained from all five structures
tested.

As may be expected, the permanent deflections of the back walls of
the various test structures increased with increasing structure size (Table 8).
However, except for Round 1, this increased magnitude of the deflections
sustained by the 1/5 and 1/3 scale models deviated from the expected
values. These deviations were primarily a function of field conditions
where less control during construction could be maintained. Another factor
affecting the scaling fectors for the larger models was the effects produced
by the lover density sand us! .n the cavities of these structures. The
average sand density used in the 1/5 and 1/3 scale structures was approxi-
mately 80 pcf vhereas the density used in the other structures varied
between 85-90 pci. This decrease in sand dens" j resulted in the formation
of lar.ger and smaller deflection being sustained by the donor ana receiver
panels, respectively. Hoyever, the combined deflection of both panels wts
greater than that which iv'old hu.ie occurred if the denser sand was used.

In the tests ;erformed nubsequent to Round 1, it could not be expected
that scaling of deflections could be maintained. Here the settlement, rotation
and sliding of the overa2ll structure and the ecaling factor variation of
the individual elements which occurred during the first round seriously
affected the pre-snot test conditions for subseoaent testa.

Because of Insuffi(lent data from thE electronic instrumentation
(Tebles 7 & 8), no eatisoto of the degree of scaling achieved between the
maximam deflections of the various test structures could be made. However,
the gage data did indireS( that the aaximu defler ,ion of each vall was in
the order of maguitude of rxpproximately twice the permanent deflection.
This is an indication that, for the vagnitude of the deflections attained
in these tests, the value of the maximua deflection and not only the permanent
deflection =Lst be considered in determiinng the p7tential energy developed
by each wall in resisting he applied blast loods.
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TABLE 6 - MAXIMUM PERMANENT DEFLECTION4S
OBTAINED BY MEASURF4ENTS

BACK WALL DEFLECTIONS (in.) F.S. DhFLECTION
STRUCTURE ROUND I - (5)

DONOR PANEL RECEIVER PANEL MODEL DEFLECTION

1 0.19 0.08 12.7
One-Tenth 2 1.19 0.50 2.2
Scale 3 (1) (1)

1 0.25 0.13 9.0
One-Eighth 2 0.69 0.50 5.0
Scale 3 () 1.25 -

1 1.50 0.13 2.1
One-Fifth 2 2.25 0.25 2.4
Scale 3 (1) (3)

1 1.62 0.13 2.0

One-Third 2 3.31 0.25 1.7
Scale 3 (1) 1.13 (4) -

1 2.18 1.25 i.0
Full 2 4. 00 I.0 T 1.0
Scale 3 (1)

(I) Wall failed
(2) Deflection to small to measure
(3) Just beyond incipient failure
(4) Scaled charge weight smaller than used in other model tests.
(5) Deflection is sum of donor and receiver panel deflections.
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TABLE 7 - MAXIMUM DEFLECTIOi OBTAINED FROM

ELECTRONIC DEFLECTION GAGE MASUREMENTS

BACK WALL DEFLECTIONS (in.)

STRUCTURE ROUND

DONOR PANEL RECEIVER PANEL

1 (1) (1)
One-Fifth 1WWSe 2 ".32 1.25

3 (2) 2.20

1 <2.50 (3) 0.28One-Third 2 4.87 0.91
3 (2) 3.00

1 (4) (4)

Ful Scale 2 7.30 3.60
__ _ 3 (2) (2)

(1) Electrical leads cut by debris
(2) No inst,-,mentation used
(3) Max. deflection beyond range of recorder
(4) Record did not function
(5) See Table 6 for other deflection measurements
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TABLE 8 - MAXIMUM DEFLECTICH - SECOND RoUND-FUL- SCLE BAY TEST

GAGE "IRE (ins) DEFLECTION (in.)

1 20 3.0
2 -9 T.3
3 34 3.6
1 29 3.6
5 4o 1 .4
6 24 6.27 20 5.0 

I

8 W 1 (1)1

34
15 7b 0.9

7 30

(1)( 1 (1)

I 2 i 13_ t_ Me_



Strain Measurements-Sevei gages (whose attachment positions
are indicated in able 9) were utilized in Round 1 of the two larger
scale model tests. The main electrical leads to the 1/3 scale struc-
ture were severed by flying debris close to the cubicle so no strain
data was obtained for this structure. The data recorded by the strain
gages of the 1/5 scale model is given in Table 9. The maximum strain
recorde" in this structure occurred at the top of the donor panel of
the back wall where it intersects with the side vall. Visual results
of the test confirmed this tobeapoint of maximum strain. However,
other sections of the structure where gages 1 and 3 were located
probably developed strains vhose magnitudes were in the order of or
g-eater than that of gage 5. Neither gage 1 nor 3 functioned during
the test. Because of the difficulty inobtaining reliable data in
the first rounds of these tests, strain gages were not used in sub-
sequent tests.

Concrete Fragments-Although there was fragmentation of the
floor slab at the onset of testing of each structure, the formation
of concrete fragments from the valls did not materialize until the
final test of each structure was performed. Wall fragmentation oc-
curred chiefly in the back wall between the vertical reinforcing bars
situated at the sectior of failure. As the horizontal tension rein-
forcement failed, the concrete retained by the failed flexural and
lacing reinforcement was ejected from the structure. Except where
complete collapse of the 1/10 scale model (10,000 lbs. full scale
equivalent) took place, the weight of the concrete rubble was small
in comparison to the weight of the wall. Also, the velocities of
the small fragments were low. This is indicated by the results of
Round 3 of the 1/10 model test where a maximum fragment velocity of
31 fps and an overal.1i average fragent velocity of 74 fps (Tible 10)
were produced,

Photogr!L -The moit aignificart use of camera coverage was
documentation of blast results with the still camera. Motion pictures
of the structural motion and :oncrete fragments were not practical
since the duat creatvi by the detonation obscured these pictures.



I

TABLE 9 - SUMMARY OF STRAIN GAGE MEASURDENTS

GAGE MAXIMUM STRAIN INDICATED ATTACHMENT(I)

1 Circuit opened before gage could respond. A

2 0.19; 7 milliseconds after detonation. A

3 This gage damaged during concrete pouring. B

4 0.35; 4 milliseconds after detonation. B

5 2.4%; 5 milliseconds after detonation B

6 No output recorded from this gage. B

7 1.23%; 3 milliseco ds after detonation. B

(1) A - Attachei to side of vertical reinforcing bars
B - Attached to top of horizortal reinforcing bars,

second row from top
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SECTION III

ULTIMATE CAPACITY BAY TESTS

3-1 General

The bay structures t sted in the Scaling Test Series withstood
detonations of quantities of explosives in excess of the 2000 pounds
of HE for which the structure was originally designed. Therefore, a
supplementary test series was developed to evaluate the maximum explo-
sive (quantity of explosive which will produce incipient failure)
capacity of the structure.

Tw composite bay models were tested in the Ultimate Capacity
Series, nanely a 1/10 and 1/8 scale model. The design of these two
models was the same as comparative models tested in the Scaling Test
Series. As will be shown, the test results of the two models were
significantly dissimilar.

To determine the feasibility of utilizing plain reinforced con-
crete in lieu of composite construction, a second 1/8 scale model of
the bay structure was designed, built and tested. This second 1/8
scale model had the some interior cell dimensions as that of the com-
posite structure, but all three walls were constructed of plain laced
reinforced concrete. The thickness of the individual walls of the
model was 6.5 inches or 4 ft. - 4 in. full scale. Because the plain
concrete bay was desipned to simulate the explosive capacity of the
composite bay, the tests of these two models were performed in the
same manner.

Table 11 lists some of the dimensions of the three models as

well as the dimensions of the full scale structure.

Tabie 11

TEST STRUCTURE DIMENSIONS (Fm)

Unit 1/10 3cale 1/8 Scale Full
Composite Composite Plain Scale

Length 4.0 5.0 5.0 40
Width 2.0 2.5 2.5 20
Height 1.0 1.25 1.25 10
Thickness 0.8 1.0 o.54 8
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The damage sistained by the three models tested in the Uiti-

mate Capacity Test Series is listed in Table 4,

3-2 One-Tenth Scale Composite Bay Test

The 1/10 scale composite model was tested in a fashicn simi-
lar to that used in the performance of the 1/8 scale model test of
the Scaling Test Series. The model was positioned adjacent to the
opening in the side of a steel tunnel used for recording the flight
of spalled concrete fragments. The explosive used in the 1/10 scale
t.st consisted of 2-5 pound spherical charges of Composition B (full
scale equivalent of 10,000 pounds) which were located at the geometric
center of the cell (Fig. 36).

The results of the 1/10 scale test are shown in Figure 37.
The back wall and floor slab sDlit in half forming separate sections
of the structure. The space between the two sections was as large
as 10 inches indicating translation of each section in the direction
of its respective side wall. It is theorized that the motion imparted
to each section of the structure was produced by the blast loading
acting on the side walls. It was also theorized that the initial
failure of the back walls and floor was produced by the excessive
tension stresses occurring in the longitudinal reinforcement of these
elements as a result of the side wall reactions imparted to these
elements. It will be shown later that the above failure characteri'tics
of the structure, in conjunction with the fact that the explosive

quantity used in the test was too large, were borne out by the results
of the subsequent 1/8 scale model tests.

3-3 One-Eighth Scale Composite Bay Test

Like the 1/10 scale composite cubicle, the 1/8 scale composite
bay was tested at Picatinny Arsenal. However, because of the damage
inflicted on the smaller model, the testing techninua was altered to
more fully simulate a multi-cubicle arrangement. Here, a buttress
tie system (Figure 38) for both the floor slab and back wall of the
model was used to resist the additional tension forces in the back
wall produced by the blast loads actingon the side walls. In this
system, the model was placed partly into the previously mentioned
openinR in the steel tunnel with both ends of the back wall buttressed
by the steel plates which formed the donor side of the tunnel. The
spaces between the ends of the back wall and tunnel plates were shimmed
to form positive contacts. In addition, a rigid steel collar was
placed around the slab. The spaces between the collar and the slab
were also shimmed. The collar plus the mass afforded by the side
wall of the tunnel produced the required strength necessary to resist
the applied loads.
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Because of the improved testing arrangement, the 1/8 scale
model was found to be capable of resisting without failure the blast
effects of an explosion equivalent to 7,500 lbs. of Composition B.
This was approximately 10% less than the ultimate capacity as pre-
dicted by the pre-shot analysis.

As in the case of the smaller model, the damage to the back
wail of the 1/8 scale model was greater than that sustlined by the
side walls. Although the tension reinforcement at the supports
(back wall panel supported by the base slab and by the two side walls
of the cubicle) and at the center of the donor panel failed, the com-
pression steel at these sections remained intact. It can be noted
from Figure 39 that a typical concrete yield line pattern was formed.

The receiver panel of the back wall remained intact with
the magnitude of the panel's deflection indicating less than in-
cipient failure conditions. Spalling of the receiver surface of
the receiver panel did occur at the supports. This spailing was
attributed to the high compression forces which crushed the con-
crete cover over the compression reinforcement (Figure 39).

Figures 39 and 40 indicate that the damage to the side walls
of the 1/8 scale structure was nearly as severe as that sustained by
the side walls of the 1/10 scale model even though a somewhat larger
equivalent explosive was used in the smaller model test. The large
degree of damage to the 1/8 scale model side walls was attributed to
the fact that the structure remained intact. Therefore, all the energy
imparted to the side walls by the blast had to be absorbed entirely
by the walls themselves. In the case .^ the 1/10 scale model, a portion
of the applied blast loads acting on the side walls was dissipated by
translation of the two sections of the structure after the back wall
failed. Hence, the amount of blast energy to be absorbed by the
flexural action of the model was reduced.

The results of the 1/8 scale test were significant insofar

as they established an ultimate single-shot capacity of the full scale

structure equal to approximately 7,500 lbs. However, in the Scaling

Test Series the full scale structure was capable of resisting without
failure the effects of several explosions whose total quantity was in

excess of 10,000 lbs. of HE. Furthermore, the full scale structure

failed when subjected to the effects of a single explosive quantity

of 7,500 lbs. of TNT. The reason that the full scale structure had

a larger ult imate capacity under a multiple-shot arrangement than
when a sinie detonation was involved was because the total kinetic

energy of the structural elements associated with the blest loads
of the multi-shot arrangement vas less than the kinetic energy asso-

ciated with a single shot having an explosive charge equal to the sun

of the charges used in the multi-shots. Also, the effects of the

elastic -ecovery of the elements contributed to the increased explosive

capacity of the structure in the multiple detonation tests.
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3-4 One-Eighth Scale Plain Reinforced Concrete Bay Test

The plain reinforced concrete bay was also tested utilizing
the buttress-type tie system described for the composite model. The
-quivalent explosiva quantity used in the test was 7,500 lbs. of Com-
psition B. The results of the test are shown in Figure 41.

The donor and receiver surfaces of all three vlls were severely
spalled. This vas significantly different from the reu .ts of the one-
eighth seale composite structure test where only the donor surfaces
of tho structure sustained spelling. The spelling of the receiver
surfaces of the plain concrete structure was primarily a result of the
shock transmission of the blast loads through the concrete. Also, the
resultant large deflections of the walls also contributed to the produc-
tion of the concrete spells. It is evident from the comparative results
of both one-eighth scale structure tests that one would expect the
production of larger amounts of secondary fragments vten plain concrete
construction is used in place of composite construction. However, in
facilities other than those utilized for the protection of personnel
and/or equipment, the possible occurrence of spalling will not be a
significant factor in design.

The magnitude of the post-shot permanent deflection (measured
at the center and top of the back wall) was 1-3/4 inches which is
approximately 70% of the magnitude of the deflection predicted by
the pro-shot analysis. Part of this discrepancy was the fact that
the strength of the reinforcement was approximately 30% higher than
that assumed in the analysis. The remainder of the differences which
occurred between the calculated and measured deflection may be attri-
buted to the inherent ranservatisa of the analytical yrocedures used
for design of plain reinforced concrete elements.

Based upon the above results, it appears that except in those
cases Ahere spelling is a probles, plain reinforced concrete construction
will be as useful as composite construction in the design of structxres
to resist the effects of HE explosions.
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LII

GEOMETRICAL SCALING

Certain lave of simillit-de must be observed to insure that the
mudel test data can oe applied to the prototype. These lava, in turn,
provide a means for designing model tests and for correlating and in-
terpreting test results.

It has been demonstrated in References 10 to 12 that the model
law for high explosives can be determined by a consideration of the
equatioas describing the motion of a shocked fluid. In essence, this
law states that "pressure and other properties of the shock wave will
be unchanged if the length and time scales are changed by the same
factor, n, as the dimensions of the explosive loading source", that is:

L a nL (I)p

T " nTm (2)

Wp w n3 WM (3)

where L, T, and W are dimensional symbols for length, time wid charge
weight, respectively, and the subscript p designates the prototype and
m designates the model. Since the density scale must therefore be
unity, th scaling factor for the mass of the explosive is:

14W un 3  (4)

where M is the dimensional symbol for mass.

It has been shown in Reference 10 that the se geometric scaling
which governs the shock transmission process also provides the proper
modeling for the structural response to the pressures gentrated during
the blast process. The motion of the structure due to the applied blast
loads is expressed by Newton's second law, F a M(T)-2L, and it follows
that:

p = 2 FM (5)

where F is the dimensional symbol for force. those structures
where the mode of action is primarily in the plastic range, similitude
between the model and the prototype systems will be realized when the
dimensionless ratio of the external wrk to the stored strain energy
is the same for both systems, that is, the kinette energy, associated
with the mmentum of the structure, imparted by the blast loads will
be numerically equal to the strain or potential energy of the struc-
ture for both the model and prototype syst s.
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The kinetic energy may be expressed in terms of the impulse,
I, of the blast loads or KE i 12/2M, where the impulse is a function
of force and . Therefore:

KE) = nS(KE)m  (6)

The potential energy of a structure is numerically equal to
the area under its resistance-deflection curve andtherefore, is a

function of force and length. Thus:

(PE)p - n3 (pE)m (7)

On the basis of the above relationships, it may be concluded
that the similarity principle which applies to the blast loads
applies equally well to the modeling of the structural response to
the transient forces generated by the interaction of the blast waves
and the structure. Certain limitations do appear in application of

these scaling laws. The rate of strain associated with the structural
response of the prototype may differ significantly from that of the

model. This variation will depend on the model size and differences
in the materials used in both systems.

According to the scaling laws, the strains in the model and
prototype are identical whereas the time scale for the model is 1/n
times that of the prototype. Hence, the strain rate for the model
is 1/n times that of the prototype:

d Em (l/n) _de (8)

dt dt

In assessing the effects of strain rate on model response, it is

first necessary to predict the effect to be expected from the physical
properties of the materials. Under the rapid rates of strain that

occur in structural elements subjected to blast loads, both the re-

inforcement and concrete exhibit higher strenKths than in the case
of statically loaded e' !ments. Hence, it would be expected that the
model test data will provide an over-estimate of the storage capa-
bilities of the prototype since the model is strained at a faster
rate and thereby has "increased" strength.

It is apparent that strain rates are gr ater for smaller
models than for larger models at the same maximum levels of strain.
Hence, at any given scaled distance, the greater the effect of strain

rate on similitude, the larger the scale factor n. Since the effect
is to "strengthen" the models, maximum strains at equal scaled dis-
tances will be less for smaller models.



For small values of n (large models), the difference in strain
rate effects betveen the model and prototype structures should be
small, so that approximate coincidence can be maintained for maximum
strain versus scaled distance. Under such conditions the sca.ed dis-
tance vhich causes incipient flexural failure in the model should like-
vise cause similar failure in the prototype. Differences between the
responses will become more pronounced as n increases. If responses
are limited to the elastic range strain rate, the effects should not
be significant regardless of the scale factor since the elastic modu-
lus of the reinforcing steel is unaffected and that of the concrete
is affected only slightly.

Another limitation imposed by the scaling lays is due to the
invariance of gravitational forces which will distort the scaling
effects for parameters such as dead loads and distances traveled by
fragments. In blast-resistant design the effects of dead loads and
other such physical parameters will usually be mall in comparison to
the effects of the blast environment and, therefore, may usually be
neglected in the model design.

With the "ideal" scale for length, time and force (or mass),
it is possible to derive an ideal scale for each specific parameter
involved in the model design. These scales are obtained by proceed-
ing in a manner already descr.bed for kinetic and potential energies.
A summary of the more pertinpnt quantities and their ideal scales is
presented in Table A-1.
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TABLE A-I - COMPUTATIONS OF IDEAL SCALES

Quantity Symbol ypical Units Ideal Scale

Length of Slab L ft. Lp/ L n

Depth of Slab d ft. dp/d a n

Area of Slao A ft2  A /A n2
p m

Mass of Slab M lb-sec2/ft M /M n 3

p2mArea of Reinf. A in. A sp/A a n

Area of Reinf./ft. A' in. A' /A' u n
up sin

Unit Resistance v lb/in 2  vp/vm 

Total Resistance R lb. R /R n2

p a
Charge Weight W lb. wp/w a n3

Distance r ft. r /r n a
pm

5'.aled Distance Z ft/lbI/3  Z/Z * 1

Total Impulse I lb-ma. Ip/Im w n3

Unit Impulse i lb-ms/in2  i /1 * n
p m

Scaled Impulse - lb-..s/in2 -lb"1/3 / a 1
pm

Pressure P lb/in2  P /P * I

Kinetic Energy KE ft-lb. Kr * n3

Density P ib-sec2 f1t l " 1

Elant- Modulus E b/in2  E /E - 1
pma



TABLE A-1 - COMPUTATIONS OF IDEAL SCALES (Cont'd)

auantity &mbol Typical Units Ideal Scale
Deflection 6 in. 6p/6m = n

3
Moment M ft-lb. Mp/m m  a n

Moment/ft. lb. / a n2
2

Shear V lb. Vp/V3  a 2

Shear/ft. V lb/ft p = n

p mStress a lb/in 2  ap/a m -

Strain E in/in Cr/cm - 1

Velicity v ft/ec VYp/V /1

Time t see t/t n

p mMoment of Inertia I c / Ip/Im  /n

Frequency f cycleh/aec fp/t 3 " 1/n



APPMWIX B

MALYSIB OF DYEANIC Rposz 01,
BACK WALL OF F=L SCALE BAY 8nT1URJ

(BOUND NO. 1)
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SCT.ION B.1

IETIOWCTION

1. Oeneral

This structure was designed " part nf the scaling in-
vetigation tes5L of the bqy-type (cubicle) explosive structure
utilising composite wal construction (tvo concrete panels separ-
ated by sand till). The tests included em-tenth, one-eighth,
and one-third scale models and the full scale structure. The full
scale structure was Initially tested using a spherical charge of
2,000 pounds of Composition B located at the center of the cubicle.
Three subsequent tests were performed on thi same structure using
spherical charges of 3,000 pounds of Composition B in the second
round, and 5,000 and T,500 pounds of T in rounds three sad four,
respectively.

The data presented in this appendix pertains to the
analysis of the dynamic response of the back wall resulting from
the 2,000 pound test (Found go. 1).

2. Mehdo nl!s

In general, the analysis of a structure subjected to
1. 1. type bleat loedings my be based on the solution of the
equation of notion,

T - R 0 Ma
where F is the applied blast force, R Is the resistance the struc-
ture otfers against notion, N is the mass of an equivalent single-
degree-cf-freedo systen and, a is the acceleration of the mess.
This equation of motion can be readily solved by any of several
numerical Integration methods. The method amplcyed in this appen-
dix for analysing the response of th! back vall is ti-e semi-
graphical setbod of analysis described in Reference B-1 which
provldes the analytical uns of obtaining th.- aplied blast force
and the associated structural response of the embor.

To evaluate the tet results, a procdr. for the *truc-
tural analysis va developed whereby the potential energy of the
resisting elmnt was determined and then comared to the kinetic
energy of the element induced by the applied blast 1c As. The
applied blast loading m obtained utilising the procedures of
Reference 3-1 which are based on sem-4 irical data developed
from impalse load teets previously performed. The structure
response (potential energy) on the other hand was calculated us-
ing the analytical relationships presented it Reference B-1.
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However, to solve these relationships, values for some of t!,' terms
involved vere ascertained from the test data. For example, the
ultimate flexural and shear capacities of the vall panels vere
based on the results of tension tests of the reinforcing steel and
compression tests of concrete cylinders. In addition, the deflec-
tion criteria required for the solution of the structure response
equations was obtained from electronic deflection-time measurments

taken during the test. This data in combination vith density

measurments of the sand fill was sufficient to specify the over-
all structural response of the composite wall.

The above test evaluation procedure differs from most

test evaluation methods in which overall test results are compared
with similar data obtained by amalytical means. This variation in

procedure vas predetermined by the solution of the response of
composite valls vhich requires that the response of the individual
panels be knovn before the response of the overall wall can be
waluat ed.
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SWTION B.2

APPLIM MART L4ADIWJ

At close distances from high explosive detonations, the
peak premwewe "ociated vith the shock front re extra8ly high
act the duriation ot the blast wave Is relatively sbot, thereby,
producing as ippuse (area under preeure-time curve) loeding in
,vikh the actual pres.ure-ttie relationship is not required for
the analytical saldti=a of the structure response.

Whan an explotloa occ-rs vithin a cabicle, amliftiatio
of the Initial shock frost due to reflections within the structure
occurs. At ap gives pioit 03 a particular surf..e, the total
iqmpls. loading Is ccbiutiou of the contributions from the
initial shock and from the shock reflected from adjacent surfaces.

A method of calculating the average blast impulse (Refer-
we .-a) was developed using a tho etical proedu ne based oa

sai- irical blat data. The total reflucted impulses acting at
various points on each surface of the cublee vere calculated sad
then integated to obtain the total impels load. The total im-
pulse vas assamed to be distribated uniformly giving an average
value of the impulse atting on aMp eae surface.

The use or the aveage impel" load 11i based an the asump-
tion that the structural ealmant subjected to the blst -Aoading is
capable of trafwering the localized high shear stresses produced
by the higb intensilty a hi-bl, Irregular blast loads to regions
of ldmw stros. For tba case at hand, hstr the concrete port ions
of the structure are refnforczw w4th lacing, this shear transfer
vill take place.

2. Averae Iase ,gEd

The avers4e laLlae load acting on an slesent of a cubicle-
type etructure is a function of the configuration and siza of the
structure, end the size, type, shape and location of the explosive
vithin the structure. The cubicle configuration aud charge loca-
tion parmetere are given in Firare B-1.
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PLAN SECTON

FIGURE B-1
111BICLE CONFIGURATION AND CHARGE LOCATION PARAMETERS

Charge Characteristics

Z'e La pulse load charts of Reference B-1 were prepared
based on the blast output of bare spherical TNT charges. However,
the data my be extended to other explosives with various I
by equating their blast output to that of TNT, that is, obtaining
the TAT equivalent of the explosive in question. Equivalent weight
ratio* (weight of given explosive to that of TNT) for both peak
pressure and impulse are given in Table 41 of Reference B-1.

Since the actual charge in spherical, @hae is not a factor
in de.eraining its equivalent. Hence, for an impulse loeadin the
TNT equivalent of the 2,000 pound charge of Composition B is:

w - 20oo (U.o6) - 120 lbs

_€Erg Location Parameters

Normal Distance to Back Wall- RA  10 ft.

Height of Charge - h 5 ft
Location Relative to Side Wall - t 20 ft

Structural Chkaractuartics

Type - elnent with three adjacent
reflecting surfaces (N a 3)

Length- L. 40 ft
Heicht - H I0 ft

Impulue Load Chart Parameters

The r9quired chart parameters are listed in Figure 4-15 of
Reference D-1.
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Rz * . 0.78 ft/lbV8ZA (P-20o)

1 20 0.5

r 40

- 0.5

T 10

L 40L 40 4
R~ 10

Blast Impuse Load

The blast impulse load acting on the back vall is deter-
mined from Figure 4-51 of Reference B-1 (see Figure 4-16 of Ref-
erence B-I for N n 3s h/R * 0.5 and 1/L - 0.5). Interpolation is
required for ZA  0.78 and L/H a 4.

IntgMlotion for Z. and L/H

The scaled impulse in obtained from Figure 4-51 for the
required L/RA for various values of ZA and T./H. These values are

presented in Table B-1 and plotted in Figure B-2. For the requ!red
L/H, scaled impulses are read from Figure B-2, tabulated in Table B-1
and plotted in Figure B-3.

TABLE B-1

0.75 1.50 3 6 01)

0.35 6140 775 1520 2050 1840
0.50 395 495 850 1090 990
0.75 224 328 1465 565 515
1.00 153 215 305 350 335
1.50 108 127 175 203 191
3.00 59 67 81 88 85

(1) From Figure B-2
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CURVE PARAMETFRS A ~ ~ 17
7 7AI ~r0.50

1000 7-

-~ ZA=3.O

z4

w
U(J) I I

0.1~ ~ib 1.0 10jil
LENGTH TO HEIGHT RATIO L/H

FIGURE B-2
INTERtPOLATION I~F SCALED UNIT BLAST IMPULSE FOR L/H
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CURVE PARAMETERS-

-dL L
.. ... ... .... RA 4 'H .  . .  

.

E

1000 #. - ~.

100 .. . . . . . .

0.ISCALED NORMAL DISTANCE ZA (ft-/1b1 3)

FIGURE B-3
INTERPOIATION OF SCALED UNlIT LAST IMPULSE FOR Z A
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Average ImMulse Load

From Figure B-2 for ZA 0.778,

-40~ psi-ms/lb 1/

3. Duration of Applied Load

The duration of the applied pressures acting on the entire
element is estimated by adding the time Increments corresponding
to the time required for the blast wave to fully engulf the ele-
ment and the duration of the blast load at the section of the
element furthest removed from the explosion. This relationship is
repiesented by Equation 4-1 of Reference B-1:

to 0 (tA) F  - (tA)A + 1.5 (t )

where:
t a duration of load (me)
0

(tA)F  a arrival time of the blast wave at the point
on the element furthest from the explosion
(2s)(tA)A a arrival time of the blast wave at the point

on the element nearest to the explosion (me)
(to) - duration of the blast pressure at the point

on the element furthest from the explosion (me)

The arrival time of the blast wave for the two points of interest
as vell as the duration of the load at the furthest polnt on the
element are obtained from Figure 4-5 of Reference B-1.

Arrival Time and Load Duration at Furthest Point

R V lO) + (5) (20) -22.9 ft

z a R 22.* 1.78 ft/lb'b
w'i (2120)

tA
- 0.21 as/lb'4 .. tA - 0.21 (2120)V" 2.70 a

t
0 - 0.119 e/lb' .. t 0 0.119 (2120)'i 4 1.53 asw' a 0



Arrival Tiae at eare.st Point

ZA - 0.77S ft/IbV&

tt

A n 0.4 am/lb1'U t* A 0.049 (2120). 0.63 me

Duration of Load on Back Wall

to  2.70- 0.63 + 1.5 (1.53) 4 4.37 ms
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SECTION B.3

IMPULSE CAPACITY OF BACK WALL

1. Gneral

Strength Criteria

The ultimate strength of the back wall was calculated in
accordance with ultimate strength theory (Reference B-1) using
average stresses obtained from post-shot compression cylinder and
retnforcement bar tension tests. The average ultimate compres-
sive strength of the concrete cylinders was 4,935 psi. The re-
inforcing steel was high-strength reinforcing bars conforming to
ASTM specification Abl5 Grade 60 and had static yield and ultimate
strpsses as shown in Table B-3.

Under the rapid rates of strain which occur in structural
elements subjected to blast loads, both te reinforcement and the
concrete exhibit higher strengths than when the element is loaded
slowly (static condition). The ratio of the dynamic to static
stresses is known as the dynamic increase factor (DIF).

In flexural members the above increase in capacity is
primariLy a function of the rate of strain of the reinforcement
and in particular the tine required to yield the reinforcing steel.
Therefore, to establish the dnaaic stresses, the static deflection
at yield was calculated for the wall panels using the average yield
stresses of the reinforcement ard the average static ultimat"
compressive strength of the concrete. This deflection was t. n
compared to that of the deflection-time history obtained from the
test to determine the time to reach yield for each panel. The
times to reach yield were then utilized to determine the dynamic
increase factors (References B-2 and B-3) for each -anel. In this
example the time to reach ultimate strength of the concrete was
assumed equal to the time to reach yield of the reinforcing steel.

For an element which responds in the plastic range, the
magnitude of the reinforcement stresses in the strain lardening
region cannot be related directly to the strains. However, an
average stress can be estimated by approximating the energy ab-
sorbed in the post-yield and strain hardening regions of the rein-
forcement (Figure B-4).

For the problem at hand, the above approximation of the
average stress was achieved by relating the average stress to the
deflection of the wall panel according to the procedure of Ref-
erence B-1.
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"'PE.: XRX

- R - D Curve
-- Idealized R-D Cwrv

XXp, Xm

Deflection

FIGURE B-4
IDEALIZE) RESISTANCE-DEFLECTION CURVE OF ALL PANEL

The ultimate dynamic resistance of each panel vas calcul-
ated using dynamic stresses (static stress multiplied by dynamic
increase factor) for both the concrete and reinforcement. Dynamic
yield stresses for the reinforcement were used for th3 receiver
panel since the panel deflected in the post-yield range. However,
since the donor panel deflected in the strain hardening region,
an average dynamic stress was used to approximate the energy ab-
sorbed.

The shear capacity of each panel was checked to determine
if the ultimate dynamic flexur.al strength was fully developed.
Although the ultimate shear capacity of an element may be increased
due to rapid strain rates, the effects of rapid straining were not
considered for either the concrete or lacing reinforcement due to
a lack of data pertaining to the increase in strength.

'he semi-graphical method of analysis as presented in
Reference B-1 is used to solve the equation of motion and, there-
by, obtain the dynamic response of the back wall. In this method
it is assumed that the fictitious positive phase duration of the
load (t ) is small in comparison to the time the wall takes to

reach its maximum deflection (t m). This assumption is verified

in subsequent sections. Therefore, the flexural capacity which



an element must develop to resist the applied blast load may be

obtained by equatin& the initial kinetic energy resulting from the
applied blast impulse to the potential energy of the element (Fig-
ure B-5).

Peak Pr am

..
" Impulse 111

Max Resstanc (110

ty to

FIOURE B-5
IDIALIZE) PRUE-TDE ANID

REISTAICE-TTIM CURVES

Based upon the above method, the basic relationships for
this analysis are

F - R ai

I(7 - R)dt ] fMY

I iv I

K.E. w 0 S II

P.E. - r(RX)



where:
F - a-iol load (i~a)
R a resistance of the element opposing the load (lbs)
M - effective mass (single-degree-of-freedom system)

of the element (lb-sec' per ft)
- acceleration of the mass (ft per sec')

t a time (sec)
v a velocity (fps)
I a impulse load acting on the element (lb-sec)
K.E. = Kinetic energy of the eleL*qnt produced by the

applied loads, (lb-ft)
P.E. - potential energy of the element (lb-ft)
X maximum deflection (in)

By equating the kinetic energy to the potential energy of
the vwall, the equati -n for the impulse absorbed by an element due
to flexure becomes:

1 32 E(MRX)

While the unit impulse absorbed is:

i 2 £(mrX)

where the values of m and r are the mass and resistance per unit
area of the wall.

For the solution of the above equation, the actual element
is replaced by a single-degree-of-freedom system whose dynamic
properties consist of the mass, resistance and deflection. To
obtain a single-degree-of-freedom jste, the mass of the element
is replaced by an equivalent mass while the d. lectioj, in the
expression or the potential energy, is that which occurs at the
point on the wall undergoing the largest displacement. The resis-
tance (r) is the bending resistance provided by the actual element
resulting from dynamic straining.

Because the back vall of the bay structure is of composite
construction (two concrete Danels separated by sand fill), a por-
tion of the blast impulse load is absorbed by dispersion (with
distance) in the concrete and sand, and by compression of the sand.
This attenuated impulse is calculated in accordance with the pro-
cedures of Reference B-1.



2. Structural Properties of Wall (Figure B-6)

Properties of Reinforcement

TABLE B-2

Bar Direction Diameter '-ea Spacing Area/Foot
Size (in.) (Sq.in.) (in.) (Sq.in./ft.)

5 (1) E. W. 0.625 0.31 Varies -
7 Vert. 0.675 O.bO 9.93 0.726
9 Vert. 1.126 1.00 10.13 1.183
7 Horiz. 0.675 0.60 10.13 0.712
9 Horix. 1.126 1.00 10.13 1.183

(1) Lacing (shear) reinforcement

Effective Slab Depth (d)

Total panel thickness (T ) - 24.0 in.

Concrete cover - 1.375 in.
d (go. 7 Vertical) - 24.0 - 1.375 - 0.437 a 22.188 in.
d (No. 9 Vertical) a 24.0 - 1.375 - 0.564 - 22.061 in.
d (No. 7 Horizontal) - 24.0 - 1.375 - 1.128 - 0.437

a 21.060 in.
d (No. 9 Horizontal) - 24.0 - 1.375 - 1.128 - 0.564

- 20.933 in.

Static Stresses

Concrete

ft - 4935 psi - Average of 26 day concrete cylinder
c tests

Reinforcing Bars

TABLE B-3

Bar Yield Stress (f Ult. Stress (f Avg. Stress (f
Size (psi) (1) (psi) () u (psi) (2)

5 71,990 100,000 70,990
7 b,140 90, bO 73,000
9 73,700 1b200 -2 2

(2) Average stress obtained from ten (10) test snecinens

(2) f a ry 7 1u y 2/4
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3. Static Resistance at Yield for Each Panel

The static resistance of eac"' panel when yielding of the
reinforcement occurs is determined by use of yield line procedures
(Ref. B-1) in which the yield lines are determined from the con-
ditiou that the unit resistance must be equal for all the sectors
formed.

For the problem at haud, the wall panel is divided into
sectors I and II by the positive and negative yield lines (Figure
B-7). The negative yield lines form at the edge )f the two-foot
concrete haunches (Figure B-7) resulting in span lengths of 8 feet
and 36 feet in the vertical rad horizontal directions, respectively.
Although the positive yield lines must be symstrical due to the
uniform concrete thickness and the syuetrical placement of the
reinforcement within the panel, their position is unknown srd,
therefore, is given by the unknown quantity x.

x -J- L-2x x 4

1T

Positive Yield Lines---1 NN 31

L =36'-0"

FIGURE B-7

ELEVATION OF HACK WALL
SHOWING YIELD LINE PATTERN

The unit resistance is established in terms of an unknoo'n
distance x for each sector by satisfying the equilibrium require-
ments of each sector. Considering the free body diagram of each
sector (Figures B-0 and B-9), the summation of the moments about
the axis of rotation is:

R =c a MN + M p

where:

R a r A Total static resistance of the sector (Kips)
U U
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r = Unit static resistance of wall panel (Kips per
sq ft.)

A w Area of sector (sq.,ft)

c a Centroidal distance (ft)

MN a Total negative moment capacity of sector (Kip-ft)

Mp a Total positive moment capacity of sector (Yip-ft)

In computing the total moment capacity of each sector,
corner effects must be considered. The :orner sections are stiff
in comparison to the remainder of the panel; therefore, straining
of the reinforcement which is associated with the reduced roteticns
at these sections will be less. This variation is apprc-xmated by:
(1) dividing the wal± panel into mid and corner strips defined by
the lengths x/2 and. H/2 in the horizontal and vertical directiona,
respectively (Figures B-8 and B-9), (2) taking full straining of
the reinforcement along the positive and negative yield lines in
the mid strips in both the horizontal and vertical directions and,
(3) assuaing the reiaforcement along the positive and negative

yield lines in the corner strips in both the vertical and horizontal
directions is strained to two-thirds of the yield strain which
occurs in the mid strip.

The moments developed along the yield lines are a function
of the strains produced in the reinforcement. The #9 bars in he
mid strip yield while those in the corner strip are strained to

two-thirds of the yield stress. All #7 bars are in the corner
strip and they are strained to the lesser of either their yield
stress or two-thirds of the yield stress of the #9 bars in the
mid strip (constant modulus of elasticity). The moment capacity
per foot of reinforcement in the various strips for either positive
or negative moments in either the vertical or horizontal directions
is denoted as:

M a moment capacity of #9 bars in the mid strip
M' = moment capacity of #9 bars in the corner strip
M" = moment capacity of #7 bars in the corner strip

Static Stresses

From Table B-3

f (No. 7 bars) a 65,140 psi - 65.14 kniY

f (No. 9 bars) - 73,700 psi - 73.('0 ksi
Y



f; * 4,935 psi 4 4.935 ksi

Moment Capacity per Foot of Reinforcemnt

Ultimate moment capaclty is a function of the depth of the
compression stress block (a). Therefore,

M uA a f y(d~~

wbere:
A f

a -7 - Depth of compression block (inches)
c

A a Area of reinforcement (square inches per foot)
a

f - Yield stress of the reinforcement (psi)
y

b a Width of one-foot-wide strip (inches)
P a Ultimate compressive strength of the concrete (psi)
c

Also, if the negative and prtive reinforcement is the
same. then

%M M

where:

* Ultimate moment c&pacity of the negative
reinforcement

Mp =Ultimate moment capacity of the positive
reinforcement

Vert ica No, ,,,Barsm

L11 Capacity

.3 (T3.7) , .32 in.

V14 VYP 12 2J
a-15.0 p-ft./ft.
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Reduced Capacity

a 1.155 in.
=.b5(12)(4.935T

M = 1.163(2/3(73.T) [22.061 - 1551N ' P 122
= 104.1 Kip-ft./ft.

Horizuntal No. 9 Bars

a 1.183(73.1) 1,732 in.0 .85(12)(4,.93-5)

MHN =" a .183(73.71 [20.933 - 1.732]

= 145.8 Kip-ft./ft.

Vertical No. 7 Bars

The No. 7 bars are stressed to two-thirds of the yield

stress of the No. 9 bars sinc.. this stress is lover than the yield
stress of the No. 7 bars.

o.126(2/3 3.3 a 0.709 in.
-065(12)(4.935)

# M 0.726 2/3)(73 7) [22 188  - . 1 ]j

MV MVP 12 2J

- 64.9 Kip-ft./ft.

Horizontal No. 7 Bars

a z 0.12(2/3) 73.71 = 0.695 in.a=0.85(12)(4 .935)

M i M o.712(2/3) (73.1) L21.o6o -. 6 ]MHN = lip = 12 " 2

- 60.4 Kip-ft./ft.

Unit Static Resistance of Sector I (Figure B-8)

Total Moment Capacity

The total moment capacity of a sector is equal to the sum
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FIGURE 1 -.
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of the moment capacities of all the reinforcement crossing the
yield lines and acting perpendicular to the axis of rotation
(Figure B-8).

EM a 2(4.08)(64.9) + 2(i- 4.oS)(lO4.l) + (36-x)(154 .0)
N

a 5224 - 49.9x

*p a 2(4.08)(64.9) + 2(!2 - 4.08)(104.1) + 2(!-)(154.0)
2 2= 258.lx - 320

AM~x EmN + Em.p 4904 + 208.2x

and,

..c = r uA=c-EIIu

rur8E36 + t36 _.2- 83 +26-2)

L 2 iL.3[36 + (7 - 2x)

Static Resistance

r 114 .2+ 4 . (i)"' ru2 7 - x

Unit Static Hesiutance of Sector II (Figure 13-9)

Total Moment Capacity

-M w 4(60.4) + 4(145.8) a 824.8 Kip-ft.

Np - iN a2 . Kip-ft.

E14A  -u N + L,4v - 1649.6 Kip-ft.

and,

H A c wrr A A c r 8~

Static Resistance

NA c M A

.. r 1237.2 (2)
u x2
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Location of Yield Lines

Since the unit resistance of all sectors must be equal,

114.9 + 4.6x X 1237.2
27-x 2

x

Simplifying:

x3 + "3.55x 2 + 253.5 - 6846 - 0

and the desired root i :

x - 10.89 ft. 1 ).7 in.

Unit Static Resistance at Yiele for Each Panel

The unit resistance is obtained by substituting the value
of x into either equation (1) or (2), both of which give:

r - 0.43 Kips/sq.ft. - 72.4 psi

4. Static Resistance - Deflection
Characteristics of Each Panel

In the elastic range of response, each Danel of the wall
is initially fixed on three adjoining s-des and frce on tLe
fourth (top) side. As the panel deflects under the applied uiabt
loads, the panel's resistance will increase uniformly until yield
hinges are formed either at one or more supports and/or at tne
interior of the panel depending upon the length to height ratio of
the panel and the amount of reinforcement at the points of maximum
stress. After this first yield, the panel will deflect elasto-
plastically with a different stiffness (-esistance versus deflec-
tion). Tnis charge of stiffness will occur each time the panel
yield3 until yielding occurs at all points of maximum stress at
which time a flexural mechanism (ultimate strl-ngth) is formed.

The resistance-deflection curve for tite -la tic and elasto-
plastic action of the panel is shown in Figure 13-10. However,
the actual curve may be rclaced by an equivalent zurve as indi-
cated by the dotted lines in Figure B-10. The equivalent maxi-
mum elastic deflection and the equiva1pnt stiffness are defined
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such that the area under the dotted curve is equal to the area
under the solid curve and, thereby, producing the same potential
energy in each case.

S- Actual

Equivlent

Xe X" Xlr }P

Deflection

FIGURE B-10
ACTUAL AND MUIVALENT RESISTANC3 - DEFLECTION CURVS

F.gure B-11 shows the critical locations P2 and P3

where yielding first occurs while P is the point of maximum
deflection. M indicates the momenk capacity in the vertical

direction, theXmaximum being first developed by yielding the
reinforcement in the donor face of the panel at P . 14 indicates
the moment capacity. in the horizontal direction, Ne n ximums
being first developed by yielding the reinforcement in the donor
face of the panel at P and the receiver face near P.. The means
for calculating the vJious stiffnesss during the elastic ana
elasto-plastic action of the panels is given in Reference B-1
(Figures 5-14 thru 5-1b) from which tl.a coefficients 8 and y)
necessary to calculate the resistancz and deflection at the yield
points have been obtained and are listed in Table B-4.
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FIGURE B-11

ELEVATION OF WALL PANEL SHOWING LOCATION
OF CRITICAL POINTS IN ULTIMATE BENDING

FAILURE

Ultimate Moment Capacity in x and y Directions

At the points of maximum stress, P and F , the vall
reinforcement consists of No. 9 bars and, therefo'e, the ultimate
static moments at final yield &re:

x a MVN - 154.0 Kip-ft/ft

My a m - 45.8 Kip-ft/ft
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Properties at First Yield

Unit Resistance (r) Expressed in Terms of Wall Height (H)

My(P 2) x HN = -. 8 a 0.57 r(P 2)H2

.. r(P2) 6
2 h2

M x(P3  - MVN U 154.0 - 0.415r(P 3)H2

.. r(P3) -3

H

NOTE: Because r (P2 )< r (PA),the reinforcement will
yield first at P2. Therefore, the panel will
then asume a simple-simple-fre ut~ffnims,

Unit Resistance at First Yield at _(P

r . r(P ) . 256 4 4.0 Kips/oq.ft.
2 (8)2

Positive Moment at P

) 0.030 r 0H 0.030(4.0)(8) 2  7.7 Kip-ft./ft.

Negative Moment at P3
2 0 ,1 ( . )( )2

MN (re ) U 0.415 r U 1 .415(4.0)(8
= 106.2 Kip-ft/ft.

Deflection at P1

x EI(P ) - 0.085 'r H 4  O.085(4.o)(8) (144)e 1e "
n 2.00 X 105 Kip-in2

Properties at Second Yield

Change in Unit Resistance (Ar) Expressed in Terms of (H)

My (P )  MHN - Mp(re) - !45.8 - 7.7 U 138.1

0.039 &r (P )H2 .. Ar(P I  2

1 H 2
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M (P) v - M(r) - 154.U - 1o6.2 * ';7.8

o.468 AlP 3) H2  & A(P3) W 02H2

NOTE: Because r (P ) < r (P ), the reinforcement will
yield at locition P Aext. Therefore, the panel
will then e-ume a iimple-simple-simple-free
stiffness.

Change in Unit Resistance Between the First and Second Yield

Ar a Ar(P3) 1021 a 1.6 Kips/sq.ft.
(8) 2

Change in Deflection at P Between First and Second Yield

AX EIP 1) - 0.1O Ar H 4 = o.ll0(i.b)(d)4(144)

a 1.04 X 105 Kip-in
2

Total Deflection at P

X epEI(P ) (2.00 + 1.04)105 a 3.04 X 105 Kip-iD 2

Total Unit Resistance

r - 4.0 + 1.6 a 5.6 Kips/sq.ft.ep

Properties at Final Yield

Change in Unit Resistance Between Second and Final Yield

Ar a r - r 1 0.43 - 5,60u ep
a 4.83 Kips/sq.ft.

Change in Deflection at P Between Second and Final Yield

AX EI(P ) 0.80 Ar H 4 C.30(0.83)(8)4 (144)

1 22.79 X 105 Kip-in
2
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Total Deflection at P1

xI(P I) * (3.04 + 22.79)405 - 25.83 X 105 Kip-in2

Total Unit Resistance

r a 10.43 Kip/sa.ft.

Determination of Deflection at Final Yield (Location pl)

Modulus of Elasticity

E a Modulus for Concrete

E = Modulus for Steel

" w(150)i 5(33) V/435
c C

a 4.27 X 106 psi (Ref. B-l)

E a 29 X 100 psi

E2
n w -, =6.79

C

Weighted Percent Reinforcement (p) For &ntire Panel

A
Pw

vhere:

A * Total area of reinforcement acting along supports
' (sq. in.)

b • LAngth of supports (in.)

d - Weighted effective depth (in.)
V

Therefore,

Pw 1 2((96+96;432) -(2 1.752)

0 o.00396 0.398%
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Cracked Moment of Inertia (I2

F - 0.0195 (See Figure 5-5 of Ref. B-1)
3 3 4

I Fbd 3  0.0195(l)(21.75)3  200 in./in.
c v

Grou Moment of Inertia

bT3 3

I c 1(24)~ 1152 in 4 /n.G 12 12

Average Moment of Inertia

I c+I G 200 + 1115241 a - a 2 676 in /in.

a 2 2

Deflection at Final Yield (Location P

X pEI(P ) = 25.83 X i 5 Kip-in 2

x - 25.8 x .83 X 105  0.895 in
c a (4.27 x 103)(676)

Elastic and Elsto-Plautic Deflections (LocationP)

2.0OX 105
Xe 2 . o .895) - 0.069 in

25.83 X 105

x 3.04 X 105(0.895) a 0.105 in
ep 25.83 X 1O5

Equivalent Elastic Deflecti.

From Equation 5-51 of Reference B-I:

x - 0.0o69 ( Uo) 0.105 1- + o.89C 1- 5.

X a u.516
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5. ynamic Increase Factors for Each Panel

As previously mentioned, the increase in strength of both
the reinforcement and concrete due to a rapid rate of strain in a
function of the tima to reach the yield stress of the reinforcement.

The reinforcement crossing the lines of maximum stress
(yield lines) reach yield stress at various times; the negative
reinforcement at the side supports yields first, the negative
reinforcement at the base next and the positive reinforcement at
the interior of the panel last. Therefore, the dynamic increase
in strength will vary for the reinforcement and concrete at these
various locations.

For th- problem at hand, an average dynamic increase factor
is obtained for the reinforcement and concrete of each panel. This
average is obtained by considering the maximum equivalent elastic
deflection as the deflection necessary to held all the reinforcement.

The time to reach yield for each panel is obtained by com-
paring the deflection at yield (equivalent elastic deflection) with
the deflection-time history of each panel as recorded during the
test. Unfortunately, due to a malfunction of the electronic gages
during Aouna no. 1, the deflection-time history recorded in Round
No. 2 had to be utilized. This data (Round No. 2) would produce a
conservative estimate of the time to reach yield of the panels in
the first round as cla be seen from Figure B-12 which shove the
idealized resiztance-deflection curve of a concrete element sub-
jected to multiple loadings. Therefore, to compensate for this
conservatiom, the static deflection has been used to determine
the time at which each panel yields.

First LooJin Second Looding

*17

X,(Ist) X(2nd)

Oaflectior

FIGURE B-12
IDEALIZED RESISTANCE-DEFLECTION CURVE &Or% MULTIPLE LOADINGS
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The complete deflection-time history for each panel of the
back vall as measured in Round No. 2 is shown in Figure B-13. An
enlarged section of the initial deflection-time curve for each
panel is shovn in Figure B-14.

The dynamic increase factors versus strain rate fcr the
reinforcement and concrete vere obtained from References B-2 and
B-3, respectively, and are pr=aented in Figure B-15.

Static Deflection at Yield for Each Panel

X XE a 0.516 in

Time to Roach Yield (Figure B-14)

Donor Panel

t y .0026' secy

Receiver Panel

t * q.0132 - 0.007 a 0.0062 sec

Dynamic Increase Factor for Reinforcement of Bach Panel

Strain at Yield

S y .a- -- 6 0.00254 in/in
Es a 29 x 10

Strain Rate

Donor Panel
C a 0.00254 0.977 in/in/sec

Receiver Panel

a 0002 0.410 in/in/sec
t 0.0092-
y

Dynamic Increase Factor (Figure B-15)

Donor Panel

DIF = 1.104
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Gage 3ofWl
(Receiver Panel)

(Donor Panel)

NOTE: Attachment Points for Gage
Located 6 inches Below
Top of Wall

8 t I

o.. .... IIZ.U.
Enage ecin Fg7-4

(ROUND o.~ )
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Receiver Panel

DIF = 1.09?

Dynamic Incrtease Factor for Concrete of Each Panel

Strain at Ultimate Strength

if?

--E" 0.00115 in/in .
E6c 4.2 Ex

Strain Rate

Donor Panel

C 0.00115 0.442 in/in/sec

y

Receiver Panel

=u = 9 l * 0.185 in/in/sec
t .0062

y

Dynamic Increase Factor (Figrure B-I5)

Donor Panel

DIF U 1.33

Receiver Panel

DIP 1 .264

6. Ultimate Unit Dynamic Resistance of Donor Panel

The ultimate dyrAmic resistance of the donor panel is cal-
culated in the same manner as the static resistance except that
the concrete and reinforcement stresses used are obtained by con-
sidering the dynamic action of the panel.

The asmtmzm deflection of the donor panel is in excess of
that deflection which causes a support rotation of tvo degrees
and, therefore, the reinforcement is stressed in the strain harden-
ing region. An average static stress yam obtained to approximate
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the energy absorbed according to the procedure of Reference B-I.
This static stress was then multiplied by the dynamic increase
factor to obtain an average dynamic stress.

It should be nc -a that L small reduction in moment capacity
occurs due to the large deflection of the donor panel (greater than
two degrees support rotation) because the concrete in the compression
zone is crushed. As the concrete fails, the compression stresses
&re transferred (for laced reinforced concrete elements only)
from the concrete to the compression reinforcement. Since this
roduction in moment capacity is small, its effect on the resistance
of the panel was neglected. The ultimate moment capacity was cal-
culated considering the concrete as attaining and maintaining its
ultimate dynamic stress.

-anamic Stresses for Concrete and Reinforcement

Maximum Deflection of Panel

The maximum deflection of the donor panel is estimated
from Figure B-13.

X n 6.1 in.
m

Panel Rotation at Supports

The support rotations for the dynamic action of the panel
are approximated by considering the yi-ld line locations which were
dftermine- for the static resistance of the panel.

O- tan1  ( ) tan (6.1) 3.630

1a~ Xj6 t -m t a 130.7 2.670

Static Stresses (Table B-3)

Reinforcement

Fo upport rotations wit'.An the range 2 0 ( 50 , the
absorbed energy ia approximated by considering the average atress
given by:

f f f +i - fa a y 4 (f y
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Therefcre, from Tabl" B-3:

f (No. 7 bars) - T3,OOC psi = 73.0 kai
S

f (No. 9 bars) = d2,280 psi v 62.28 ksi

Concrete

fe = 4,935 psi a 4.935 ksi
C

.neaie Factors

Reinforcement - DIF = 1.104
Concrete - DIF - 1.33

Ultimate Dynamic Stresses

f (dynamic) a DIF x f (static)

Reinforcement

f (No, 7 bars) - 1.104(73.0) - 80.6 ksi

fds (No. 9 bars) = 110a4 (82.28) = 90.8 ksi

Concrete

fd. - 1.33 (4.935) - 6.56 kal

Moment Capacity per Foot of Reinforcement

The ultimate dynamic moment capacity is obtained in the
same manner as the static moment capacity except that dynamic
stresses are used. Therefore, the formula for moment capacity
becomes:

u a ds 2)

where:

0.85 bfdC
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Vertical No. 9 Bars

Full Capacity

a 1.183(90.8) 1.605 in., 085(12)(9.57

1.183(90.8) F22.061 - 1.605 I
--N !MP 0 12 L 2

= 190.3 Kip-ft./ft.

Reduced CaDac it z

a 1,83(12/)(.) , 1.070 in

N ' .183 (90.8 )[22.061 1.070
VP 12 LUJ 2 J

128.5 Kip-ft./ft.

Horizontal No. 9 Bars

1.183(90.b .a-1.605 ina=•0.85(12)(6.56)

m m 1M.163(Ao.8). 2 0.933 L422.

= 180.2 Kip-ft./ft.

Vertical No. 7 Bars

The No. 7 bars are stressed to two-thirds of the yield
stress of the No, 9 bars since this stress is lower than tne yield
stresi of the No. 7 bars.

a- 0.7(2)(. - 0.657 in.
a 0.65 (12)(6Y5)
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S0. b2 (2/) (9 22.1) - 87

[ =80.1 Kip-ft./ft.

Horizontal No. 7 Bars

0, 712(2/3 90.8)
a 0.4 ina = ~~0.65(12)(6.56Y- . i

" " o._22(,, 0.8) 0..o4o"H Map 1 2 .. 60 - 2
* 74 ,5 Kip-ft./ft.

Ultimate Unit Dyn mic Resistance of Sector I (Figure B-8)

Total Moment Capacity

n 214.08)(80.1) + 2(l - 4.08)(128.5) + (36-x)(190.3)
- 6456 - 61.8 x

Mp 2(4.')8)(8o..i) + 2(- 4.C8)(128.5) + 2(E)(19o.3)

2 2- 318.8x - 395

EM=u £N E D - 66. + 257 x

R~c - r Acu

u c 2 3[36 (36-2x. )] ]

Unit Dnamic Resistance

Rtc -zm
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142.1 + 5.02 x"'" ru 27 ... xl

Ultimate Unit Dynamic Resistance of Sector I (Fiare B-9)

Total Moment Capacity

MN = 4(180.2) + 4(74.5) = 1019 Kip-ft

*p a4N a 1019 Kip-ft.

E4A - DiN + EMP a 203d Kip-ft.

and,

Unit Dynamic Ilesistance

Hac = EMA

r = .52 (2)"ru 2

x

I-,cation of Yield Lines

Since the unit risistance of all the sectors must be equal,

142,1 + 6.02x ,1526
27-i 2x

Simpl ifying:

X3 23.58x 2 + 253.7x - 6b50 - 0

And the desired root is:

x a 10.89 ft. a 130.7 in.
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Ultimate Unit Dynamic Resistance

The unit resistance l :btained by substituting the value
of x into either equation (1) or (2), both of which give:

r u 12.89 Kips/sq.ft. - 89.5 psiU

7. Check of Shear Cenacity of Donor Panel

To fully develop its ultimate dynamic flexura] capacity,
a reinforced concrete element must fully resist the high shear
stresses produced at its supports by the applic9 blast loads.
These shear stresses are a function of the elements's geometry,
yield line locations, and flexural resistance.

The shear capacity (diagonal tension) of the donor panel
vs checked at the critical section occurring at a distance d from
the supports, where d is a weighted value, according to the pro-
cedures of Reference B-1. The shear stresses were computed at the
critical section for the panel's ultimate dynamic flexural resis-
tance and corresponding yield line locations which divide the panel
into Sectors I and II. Since the shear is assumed equal to iero
along the positive yield lines, the total shear force for each
sector at the critical section is equal to the resistance times
the area between the critical section and the positive yielc lines.

To account for the higher stlffness of the corners, the

shear along the supports is assumed to vary in the same manner as
tL& moment. Therefore, the shear per inch along the cri icaa see-
tion in either the vertical or horizontal directions is denoted as:

V TO cbe*r in the mid strip
V1 a shear corresponding to moment capacity of #9

bars in the corner strip

V" a sh6ear corresponding to moment capacity of #7
bars in the corner strip

Shear resistance is provided by both the concrete and lacing

reinforcement. The ultimate capacity of the concrete and the shear
reuistrd by the l&cing vere calculated in accordance vith the

procciures of Reference B-I. An increse in sanear strength due to
rapid rae of strain vas not coaaidered for ei %her the concrete cr
lacing reinforcement due to a -ack of data pertaining to the in-
crea. - in atrength.

It shouid be noted that the donor panel retponded in the
strain hardening region of the flexural rein.forcement and the nazi-
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mum shear forces produced correspond to its peak dyiamic resistance
(resistance corresponding to the .Aximum dynamic stress attained
in the reinforcement in the strain hardening region). However, in
this analysis the shear stresses at the critical section were cal-

culated based on the equivalent dynamic resistance rather than on
the peak dynamic resistance. Tfie variation in 9hpa-r stresses pro-
duced by the equivalent and peak resistance was compensated for by
utililing an average stress for Lhe ia- , rcfn±iorcemeiit since Lhe
lacing will also be stressed in its strain hardening regic,. The
average stress for the lacing reinforcement was obtained l- relat-
ing the average stress to the deflection of the donor pane. in
accordance vith 4he procedures of Reference B-1.

Check of Shear Capacity of Sector I (Figure B-16)

Weighted Effective Depth d

The weighted effective lepth is taken at the plane 1-i
(critical section for shear). Thereioreit becomes necessary to
first assume a value of d

w

tssume d v 22.1 in.
V

Strip Length (in) d (in)

Corner 18.9 22.1d8

Mid 334 22.061

Therefore,

CL n2(16.9)(22.188d + 3.3L(22.u61) *22.1 in
W 2(18.9) + 334

Total Effective Shear Force

The L jtal shear force acting at the critical section (Plane
1-i) is equal to the area between the critical section and the
positive yield lines times the ultimate dynamic flexural resistance
of the panel.

- Ar - E.'*9~1'06 + 371-b)] ~5

- 1,794,000 lbs
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I- 494L334"-1-9
#7Bari 130 .7 " #S9av 130.7, $7Bart

L8 81-7"7

A£

e-N

301"-' 100.6" A 4 J 170.6" 100.6" C-

371.8" 30. 1

432"'

Comer -F ~ Mid StripCone
StripStrip

a. LAYOUT

9O. 13!,-
(Vert) A0

a#59
(Lacing)

(Horiz.) SL

b. SECTION A-A

FIGUR~E B -16
L.AYOUT OF~ SECTOR I AIID LOCATION OF LACIrlO REINFORCF}EIir



Shear per Inch.Along Critical Section

The unit shear force is assumed to be proportional to the
ultimate dynamic moment capacity at all sections. Therefore,

vV  =, - 128 -5 0.675
VdV "VN 190.3

it it

aw, M VSi  30.i

dV Io4 a 190.3

Hence,

tVd -0.675 Vv
VdV Ob5VdY

V *0.421 VdV dV

and,
S I!

V V dV + dY dV

- 301.3 VdV + 2(16 .35)(0.675VdV) + 2(18.9)(0.421VdV)

= 339.3 VdV

from which

E, 1,T94.0oo
VdV 339.3 339.3 - 5290 1bs.jin.

Maximum Shear Stress at Critical Section

Vdv a 52 9 U

uV -- (1)(22.1T " 9 pb

Ultimate Shear Stress of Concrete

The ultimate shear stress for concrete as given by Ref-
erence b-l vith the capacity reduction factor * eliminated is

- 1.9 1 + 2500 p
c
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where:

v W ultimate shear stres- for concrete (r i)

fc a ultimate compressive strength of concrete (psi)

p = pV = weighted percentage of reinforcement at
critical section

A _
A _ 2(16J.9)(0.726) -334(ilo3) 0042

p Pw a b 12(371.8.(22.1)
w

Therefore,

v a 1.9 + + 2500(0.00426) - 144 psi

Shear Stress Resisted by the Lacing Reinforcement

The ultimate shear stre-s of the concrete is less than the
shear stress produced by the resistance of the panel. Therefore,
the lacing reinforcement must resist the excesi stress.

v UVuV - Vc a 239 - 14 - 95 psi

Required Cross-Sectional Area of Lacing Reinforcement

The required area of lacing reinforcement as given by Ref-
erence B-I with the capacity reduction factor eliminated is

Y ba
AV" f (sin a + co3 a)

where:

A v cross-sectional area of lacing reinforcenent in
tension within a width b and a distance s(sq. in.)

vI mexcess shear 3tress resisted by lacing reinforce-

men t (pn i)

bt- width of concrete strip in which the diagornai
tension stresses are resisted b-" lacing of area

A (in)

a spacing of lacing in the direction parallel to
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the longitudinal reinforcement (in)

f m maximum stress permitted on lacing reinforcement

(psi-)

a angle formed by the plane of the lacing and the
plane oi the longitudinal reinforcement (degrees)

The angle of inclination of the lacing 'oars (a) .Js obtained
from Figure 6-1-9 of Reference B-1

where:

d, a distance between centerlines of lacing bends
measurei norsA to fiexural reinforcement (in)

R, z rdlius of lacing bend (in)

D 0 nominal diameter of lacing bar (in)
0

For #5 lacing bars,

d a 24 - 2 375 + 1.128 - 0'('25) 19.619 in

I M 2(10.13) 1.03
d 19.619

iote: Lacing bars have a minimum radius of bend R 3 3D0

2R + D 0 7Di o o Q3
d L d t 19. 619

From Figure b-1) of Reference 8-1,

a 470

For the donor panel, f * f .V ,990 psi (Table N-3).
£ a

There fore,



A (reqd) a .13)226) % 0.175 eq. inAv  78,990(0.731 + 0.662

Av (provided) - 0.31 sq. in. > Av (req'd)

Check of Shear Capa.ity of Sertor II (Figure B-17)

The analysi.s for determining the shear capacity of Sector
II is similar to that of Sector I.

Weighted Effective Depth (dw')

Assume d - 21.0 in.V

Strip Length (in) d (in)

Kid 32.6 21.o60

Corner 48.0 20.933

Therefore,

20.933(48) + 21.060(32.6)dw 80. 21.0 in

V 80.6

Total Effective Shear Force

W A6" j 'J (89.5) - 395,700 lbe

Shear per Inch Along Critical Section

V

'II

V 4H 0.413 VdH
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o. LAYO~Lf

-- j

b. SECTION 8 -1

FIGURE p3-.17
LAYGUT OF SECTOR II AND LOCATIUN OF LACING HE11JFORMCMN
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EV X V + EV - 43V + 32.6 (0.413Vd,)
dRH di dIH dkh[ 61.5 VdF

V9 a 6,43o lbs,/in.
dk "61.5

Maximum Shear Stress at Critical Section

vV dF 6*3 306 psi

UltImate Shear Stress of Concrete

As 0.712(32.6) + 1.183(48)
P P" am - . .. .. 0.00394

bd 12(80.6)(2 F-0V

v n 1.9v + 2500 p - 1.9 4 + 2500(0-00394)
CC
= 142 psi

Shear Resisted by Lacing Reinforcement

v v UK t vC  306 - 142 - 164 psi

Requirea Cross-Sectional Area of Lacing Reinforcement

For #4 lacing bars,

2R + D 7DO 0 (0 2 ,o = 0. 200

'- -2..- L .

4£ 21.d7

50.5° (Figure 6-19 of Ref. B-1)
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A (reqd)(ed = f (sin a + cos )

78,990(0.T72 + 0.636) 0.297 sq. in.

A (provided) - 0.31 sq. in. > A (req'd)

Note: The lacing reinforcement provided is greater than that
required for both sectors I and II, and therefore, a shear
failure will not occur and the ultimate dynamic fl"exural
resistance can be fully developed.

8. Uitimate Unit Dynamic Resistance of Receiver Panel

The ultimate dynamic resistance of the receiver panel is
calculated in the same manner as the static resistance except that
dynamic concrete and reinforcement stresses are used.

The maximum deflection of the panel is less than that
corresponding to two degreez support rotation. Therefore, the
reinforcement is stressed vithin the post-.yield range and the con-
crete remains effective in resisting moments. The static yield
stress and the static ultimate compressive strength of the concrete
were multiplied by their respective dynamic increase factors to
obtain the dynamic reinforcement and concrete stresses, respectively,

ynamic Stresses for Concrete and Reinforcement

Maximum Deflection of Panel

The maximum deflection of the receiver panel is estimated
from Figure B-13.

X 3.0 in.m

Panel Rotation at Supports

The support rotations for the dynamic action of the panel
are approximated by considering the yield line locations which
were determined for thc static resistance of the panel.

tan- l(Ym) tan-(.) 1.680
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0 *tan m tan1 3.0 7 1.320Ifx130.7"13°

Static Stresses ',Table iS-3)

Reinforcement

f (No. 7 bars) - 65,140 psi - 65.14 ksl

f (No. 9 bars) - 73,700 psi - 73.7 ksa

Concrete

f -M1,935 psi - 4.935 ksiC

,)ynamic Increast .actors

Reinfcrcement - DIF a 1.093
Concrete - DIF w 1.264

Ultimate Dynamic Stresses

f(dynamic) n DIF x f(static)

Reinforcement

fdo (No. 7 bars) - 1.093 (65.14) - 71.1 ksi

fds (No. 9 bars) a 1.093 (73.7) a 80.5 ksi

Concrete

fdc " 1.264 (4.935) - 6.24 ksi

Ultimate Unit Dynamic Resistance

Once the dynamic concrete and reinforcement stresses are
establiLhed, the solution for the location of the yield lines and
the resistance of the panel is performed using the sam general
procedure utilized to establish the static resistance of each panel
and the dynamic resistance of the donor panel. Thererore, tne
calculations are not showv.

-14 3-
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Loc tion of Yield Lines

x - 10.89 ft a 130.7 in

Ultimate Unit Dynamic Resistance

r a 11.45 Kips/sq. ft - 79.5 psi

9. Check of Shear Capacity of Receiver Panel

The shear capacity (diagonal tension) of the receiver panel
is checked to verify the assumption that its ultimte dynamic
flexural resistance is fully developed. The calculations are per-
formed in the same manner as that for the donor panel except that
the yield stress is used for the lacing reinforcement since the
panel responded within the post-yield range.

Check of Shear Capacity of Sector I (Figure B-16)

Note: The values of d , Pv and a for Sector I of the

receiver panel are identical to those for Sector I
of the donor panel. Hence, the appropriate cal-
culations are omitted. Also, the values for the
various moment capacities are merely stated with
the calculations being excluded.

Weighted Effective Depth

d U 22.1 in
V

Tot-a Ef,'ctive Shear Force

V a A [73.9 (170.6 + 371.8) ](79.5)DI-A u  - 2

1,593,500 lbs

Shear per Inch Along Critical Section

S i

VdV . -N 114. 1 0.675
dV 169.1
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I1 IS

vdY vAI _ .1.. 0.420Vd y 1o9.1

Hence,

Vv o6T5 V

It

v " 0.420 Vdv

and,

zvzv .r .
EV - LYdV + 'V + 'VdV

a 301.3 VdV + 2(16.35)(0.675 VdV)

+ 2(18.9)(0.420 Vdv

0 339.2 VdV

from hlich

vI 1,593,500 a 4700 lbs/in339v - --3-9.-L-

Nadumi Shear Stress at Critical Section

VdV 00
v ~_ 213 psi
uv bd 1 (22.7

Ultimte S ear Stress of Concrete

p p 0.00426

1.',.#-! + 2500p - 1.9 V- 9 25oo(o.0o428)

S144 psi

Shear Resisted by L~cia Reinforcement

TI - v • 213 -144 b9 psi
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ReQuired Cross - Sectional Area of Lacing Reinforcement

For the receiver panel, f s f Y 71,990 psi (Table B-3)5 y

and for #5 lacing bars, a = 470

v'b s£

A (req'd) -=
v f (sin a + cos a)

N 69 (1o.13)(2o.26) 0 0.139 sq in
71,990 (0.731 + 0.682)

Av (provided) = 0.31 sq in > AV (req'd)

Check of Shear Capacity of Sector II (Figure B-17)

The analysis for determining the shear capacity of Sector
II is similar to that of Sector I.

iote: The values of dw, pw and a fot Sector II of the receiver

panel are identical to those for Sector II of the donor
panel. hence, the appropriate calculations are omitted.
Also, the values for the various moment capacities are
mcrely stated v'th the calculations being excluded.

Weighted Effective Depth

d a 21.0 in
V

Total Effective Shear Force

" A [ 8o.6 (109 7) ]79.5) 351,500 lbs.

Shear per Inch AlonA Critical Section

Vdi MRN 66.1-- a - o.413
Vd-' M =67

it

Vdi a 0.413 Vdl
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ItEV = z V dH + £VdH 48 VdH + 32.6 (o.413 Vd)

- 61.5 VdH

V - a 5715 lbs/inVdH 71.5" 61.5

Maximum Shear Stress at Critical Section

VH V dHa 715 272 psi

UH bd V 1 2 10) -O 22TsV

Ultimate Shear Stress of Concrete

p 0 pw " 0.00394

v a 1.9 fF- + 2500 p a 1.9&-93 + 2500(0.00394)
c c

a 142 psi

Shear 3esisted by Lacing reinforcement

v a v uH -v c w 272 -142 a 130 psi

Reauired Cross-Sectional Area of LacinA Reinforcement

For #5 lacing bars, a- 50.5 °

v' bes

A reqd)- (- In ICo b)

a13 (10.13)(19.*6 0.258 so. in,
71,99o (O.772 + 0.636)

A (provided) a 0.31 sq in > A (req'd)V V
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A±ote: The lacing reinforcement provided is greater than that

required for both sectors I anl II, aa therefore, a shear
failure will not occur and the ultimate dynamic f~exural
resistance can be fully developed.

10. Equivalent Dynamic Resistance - Deflection Curve
for Donor Panel

In this analysis the equivalent dynamic resistance - de-
fiectlon curve is considered to describe the dynamic response of the
donor paneL rather than the actual resistance-deflection curve. The
use of the equivalent curve greatly reduces the amount of calculations
necessary to obtain the flexural impulse capacity of the panel.

The parameters required to describe +he equivalent dynamic

curve are the ultimate dynamic unit resistance (r ), the maximum
equivalent elastic deflection (X ) and the maximuk deflection (X_)
of the panel. The ultimate dyna~ic unit resistance is an averagi
value which includes the effect of straining hardening in the flex-
ural reinforcement and has been previ6usly calculated. The dynamic
maximum equivalent elastic deflection was obtained from consideration
of the static resistance - deflection curve (Figure B-10) since the
stiffness of the panel does not change for static and dynamic load-
ings. Lastly, the maximum deflection (X ) of the panel was estimated
from the deflection-time history obtaine! from Round No. 2 (Figure

B-13) and the measured permanent deflections of Round Nos. 1 and 2
(time history records of Round Ho. 1 were not obtained due to a
malfunction of the electronic gages).

The measured permanent deflection of the donor panel wab
shown on the resistance-deflection curve (Figure B-18) for com-
parative purposes. This deflection is smaller than what would
normally be expected since the elastic rebound portion of the
resistance-deflection curve usually has the same stiffness as the
initial elastic portion of the curve. Hovever, in the case of the
bay structure (single cell arrangement), rotations which occurred
at both iatersections of the back and side walls distorted the un-
loading portion of the curve. This dissimilarity between the two
portions of the curve would not occur when sufficient mass to prevent
rotation is provided by adjoining cells in multi-cubicle arrangements.

Dynamic Equivlent Elastic Deflection (X

Since the stiffness of the panel Is the same under static
and dynamic loadings:
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r u (dynamic)
XE (dynamic) r (static) XE (static)

U

where from previous calculations:

r (dynamic) a d9.5 psi

r (static) = 72.4 psi

XE (static) - 0.516 in

Therefore,

XE -' (0.516) = 0.638 inE=72.4

Maximum Deflection (X)

X = 6.1 in (estimated from Figure 8-13)m

Permanent Deflection (XJ

Xp M 2.bi in (obtained from pre- and post-shot
measurements)

ikquivalent Dynamic Resistance-De flection Curve

The equivaleut dynamic resistance-deflection curve for the

donor panel is shown in Figure B-Id.

11. 1quivalent Dy namic Resistance- Deflection Cw ve
for Receiver Papel

As vas the case for the donor panel, the equivalent dynamic
resistance-deflection curve is considered to describe the dynamic
response of the receiver panel rather than the actual resistance-
deflection curve. The equivalent curve for the receiver panel is
obtained in the same manner as that for the donor panel.

Dynamic uvul xalent Elastic Deflection X,)

From previous calculations:
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X=O.638' 4r ~ 2.81 XF 6.1
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r~z 79.5psi
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r (dynamic) - 79.5 psiU

r (static) - 72.4 psi

x L t,zt~ic) - 0,516 in

Therefore,
rX_(dynamic) (statc)XE (dynamic) • r (static)

r eatic) E

a(0.516) 0,567 in

Maximum Deflection (X

X a 3.0 in (estimated from Figure B-13)

Permanent Deflection

xP a 1.25 in (obtained from-pre- and post-siot
measurements)

Equiva.lent idynamic Nesistance-Deflection Curve

The equivalent dvnamic resistance-deflection curve for the
receiver panel is shown in Figure B-18.

12. Effective Mass for Lech Panel

The value of the mass used ii. the equation of muion is
equal to the actual mass only if all particles of the mass move as
a unit. For each pan.el of thc back wall the motion of the particles
of mass varies slong the length of the 'e-nel in ooth the vertical
ard horizontal directions. Therefore, es, ,Anel has an Infinite
number of degrees of freedom since an inf.%ite number of independent
displacement variables are needed to specity completely the con-
figuration of the kysten. However, the equation of motion of a
single particle may be used if the actual mass is replaced by an
effective mass, that is, the mass of an equivalent siriple-de.ree-<o-
freedom system in vhich a sinpl- displacement variable X is suffi-
cient to describe its moti3n.

The effective mass (m ) of the equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom system is related to the unit mass (a) of the actue1 system by
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where is the load-mass factor determined by equating the work
done, s-rain energ' and kinetic energy of the actual system to that
of the equivalent system.

The value of the effective mass is dependent upon the de-
flected shape of the panels which varies with the type of spanning,
end conditions, etc. Therefore, the effective mass is different in
the elastic, elasto-plastic, and plastic ranges of behavior. The
load-mass factors in the elastic and elasto-plastic ranges of re-
sonse of the panels are obtained from Table b-1 of Reference B-1
and are then averaged j obtain the average load-mass factor for the
equivalent elastic range of the panels (Figure B-18 for deflection
range o < X i X E). The load-mass factor for the plastic range of
response (Figure B-18 for deflection rangc X E < X , X ) is obtained

from Figure 6-5 of Reference B-1 for the known yield Tine location
of each panel.

Actual Unit Mass of Each Panel

The mass of each panel of the wall is assumed to consist of
the mass of one-half the sand fill.

Unit Weight of Concrete and Sand for Each Panel

Thickness of Concrete Panel = T = 2 ft
c

Thickness of Sand - T /2 = 2 ft

Density of Concrete - V * 150 lb/ft3c
Average Density of Sand 85 lb/ft3

w N V + w 2(150) + 2(85) 4 70 lb/sq.ft
c s

Actual Unit Mass of Each Panel

w 2 3 2 3

M ag 32.2 = 14.6 lb-sec /ft 6450 lb-ms /n

Effective Unit Mass of I-Ach Panel for Equivalent Elastic Range (mj

Load-Mass Factor

From Table 6-. nf Reference B3-1 for t+"ree edges supported
and one edge free, and L/H ?. 2 (actual L/H 4.5):

Elastic Range (all edges fixed) - KLM 0.65
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First Elasto-Plastic Range (two edges simple, other
edge fixed) - K = 0.65

ILM

Second Elasto-Plastic Range (all edges simple) -
S0.66

Therefor-, the average load-mass factor for the equivalent
elastic range is

K 3 (o.65 + 0.65 + o.66) - 0.653LM 3

Effective Ui.it Masa (m4

mE LM m = 0.653(8450) - 5520 lb-ms2/in3

Effective Unit Mass of Each ! anel for Plastic Range (m-)

Load Mass Factor

The location of the yield lines for both panels is given by

r M 3t a 0.303

Therefore, from Figure 6-5 of Reference B-1 for three edges supported
and one free, and x/L a 0.303

KU, * 0.577

Effective Unit Mass (m )

m p KLM m * 0.577(6450) = 4880 lb-ms',in
3

13. Unit Flexural Impulse Capcity of Donor Panel

The unit flexural impulse capacity of nn element, if the
time for the element to reach its maximum deflection (t ) is
greater than three times the duration (t ) of the applied lo&d but
where the support rotations are equal to or less than 5 degrees in
which case the elastic and elasto-plastic ranges of behavior of the
element must be taken into account, is given by Equation 6-23 of
Reference B-1:
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2 = 2 a m
i 2ma[- JLr (X -XE)

p

where ma is the average of tne effective masses for the equivalent
elasticaand plastic ranges of behavior. Since the average effective
mass is used, the above equation assumes that the blast load is
applied to the element during its elastic, elasto-plastic and
plastic ranges of response.

For the problem at hand, the support rotations of the donor
par l have previously been established to be less than 5 degrees
and it will be shown that the response time (t ) is less than three
times the load duration. However, the blast load is applied only
during the elastic and elasto-plastic ranges of behavior of the
donor panel. Therefore, the above equation is used to obtain the
flexural npulse capacity of the panel but the average effective
mass (m,) is replaced by the effective equivalent elastic mass
(mE). !t should be noted that using the average effective mass in
the above equation is conservative.

Verification of Assumptions

Comparison of Resgonse Time (t to Load Duration (t

t a 22.3 ms (from Figure B-13 for X m 6.1 in)

t = 4.37 ms (from Section B.2)
0

t
t 3 7 5.10

0

Note: Since t >3t , the wall panel must be analyzed for
an impulse 18ading.

Comparison of Time to Reach Ultimate Resistance (t )to Load

The deflection at which the panel reaches its ultimate
dynamic resistance (end of elas-o-plastic range of behavior) is:

r u (dynamic)

X (dynamic) X p (static) static)
p U sttc~u

- O= 0.895 . 1.11 in.
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and from Figure B-14:

t 4TO me

Therefo-e,

t 7
4 u 0930

Note: Since t t , the blast load is applied only during
the elastic aRd elasto-plastic ranges of behavior of
the panel.

Unit Flexural lapulse Capcity of Donor Panel

From previous calculations:

2 3
mE  w 5520 lb-ms /in

2 3
M - 4880 lb-msu/in

p
ru - 89.5 psi

XE " 0.638 in

S 6 .1 in

S2a m.[ r u yE  + mE r (X -XE)ID2  -07- M- u "
E

a 2(5520) 09"5) 0.638) + 5 (89.5)(6 1- 0.638)]

a 6.42 x 106 (psi-mm)
2

Therefore,

iD - 2530 psi-me

14. Unit Flexurl Impulse Capacity of Receiver Panel

The unit flexural impulse capacity of the receiver panel is
obtained in the same manner as that for the donor panel.
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Verification of Assumptions

Comparison of Response Time Ct ) to Load Duration (t)

t m  w 24.3 - 70 - 17.3 ma (from Figure B-13 for X * 3.0)
m m

to m 4.37 ms (from Section B.2)

t
t 17.3

* .3 a 3.96

Note: Since t > 3 t , the vall panel must be analyzed for an
impulne'loading.

Comparison of Time to Reach Ultimate Resistance (t-) to Load

0.895 0.983 in

t " 15.2 - '.0 = 8.2 ma (from Figure B, lh)

to - p0.533

t .2P

Note: Since t < , the blast load is applied only during
the elastic End elasto-plastic ranges of behavior of
the pa.e1.

Unit Flexural Impulse C&LAcity of Receiver Panel

From previous calc'ilations:

5520 lb-co 2/3

m - 4880 ib-ms 2/in3
p
r. 79.5 pal
XF E 0.567 in

X a 3.0 in
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:I

/2

'u + r. (X-X,,
R ~ 2 m u E

1- 5 +79.5F20.o -o56T)I
2(5520) + (T9.5)(3.0I L 2 680

a 2.66 x 106 (psi-m)2

Therefore,

-a ,630 psi-ms

15. T,,Malse Capacit , of Back Wall

The total blast impulse load that the back wall is capable

of resisting consists of those impulses resisted by the flexural
action of the concrete panels, the impulse attenuation due to dis-

persion of the blast wvae in the concrete and sand, and the impulse
absorbed by the compression of the sand fill. The impulse capacity
of the concrete panels has a.lready been obtained whIle the impulse
absorbed by dispersion and compression of the sand fill in deter-

mined from Figure B-19 (reproduced-from Figure b-30 of Reference
B-1).

Scaled Unit Flexural Impulse Capacity of Each Panel

Donor Panel

" "- " " - " 197 ps25m0/lb V 3
/D (2120)/3a

Receiver Panel

i R 1630
i R U ----- - .. 127 psi-ms/lb V3

H wI3  (2l2o)'/
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Scaled Unit Impulse Attenuated Ik Dispersion and Absorption Through
Sand Compression

Scaled Thickness of Concrete and Sand

T

Concrete - 2 a 0.156 ft/lb' 3

wV3 (212o)'/3

T
Sand - M - M 0.311 ft/lb'1/ 3

W 1/3 (212o)1/3

Scaled Unit .iMulue Attenuated by Dispersion and Absorption

With the use of the scaled unit flexural impulse capacity

of the receiver panel and the scaled thickness of the concrete and

sand, the Nlue of i , which includes the impulse attenuted by

dispersion in the concrete and sapd, and by absorption through com-
pression of the sand fill as well as the impulse capacity of the
receiver panel, is determined from Figure B-19. Therefore,

± a 275 psi-ms/lbl/ 3(from Figure B-19)a

iA r - i R 275 - 127 a 14.8 psi-ms/lb'1 3

where iA * scaled unit Impulse attenuated by dispersion in the

concrete ad sand, and by absorption through compression of the

sand fill.

Scaled Unit Impulse Cavacity of the Back Wall

The scaled unit impulse capacity (t ) of the back wall is
the sun of the scaled impulse resisted by tie flexural action of
the donor and receiver panels (r and r , respectively) and the
scaled impulse attenuated by di;sersion and asorption (TA).

T c D A +'Ra197 + 1)48 + 127

a 472 psi-as/lb'/

Note:
o , )4T2 ,I 4 " 5 pei-es/lb1/ 3(Section B.2)
C b
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NOMENiCLATURE

a (1) accleration

(2) depth of equivalent rectangular stress block

A area of sector

A area of tension reinforcement within a width b
5

A total area of lacing reinforcement in tension within a dis-

tance s and a width bt

b width of compression face of flexural member

b width of concrete strip in which the diaWonal tension stresses

are resisted by lacing of area AV

c centroidal distance

d distance from extreme compression fiber to centroid of ten-
sion reinforcement

d distance between centerlines of adjacent lacing bends measured

normal to flexural reinforcement

d weighted dV

D nominal diameter of reinforcing bar0

A)F dynamic increase factor

F c  modulus of elasticity of concrete

E modulus of elasticity of reinforcement
s

f average stress of reinforcement

ft static ultimate compressive strength of concrete
c

ft dynamic ultimate compressive strength of concrete
dc

r dynamic stress of reinforcementd3

f static stress of reinforcement

r static yield stress of reinforcement
y
f static ultimate stress of reinforcement

F (1) total applied blast force
(2) coefficient for moment of inertia of cracked concrete

section

acceleration due to gravity

S '!eight to cinter of chare aboi-e floor slab

(1) span height
( s €,tance between reflecting surface (floor slab) and free
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i unit impulse attenuated by concrete and sand plus impulse
a capacity of receiver panel

i unit impulse attenuated by concrete and sand
A
i unit blast impulse
b

i unit flexural impulse capacity of donor panelD
i unit flexural impulse capacity of receiver painel

I total impulse

I average of gross and cracked moments of inertia of width ba

I moment of inertia of cracked concrete section width b
c

I moment of inertia of gross concrete section of width b
KLm load-mass factor

K.E. kinetic energy

L charge location relative to vertical reflecting surface

L (1) span length

(2) distance between reflecting surfaces (side walls)

m unit mass

M effective unit mass
e

%, effective unit mass .'or equivalent elastic .ange

m effective unit mass for plastic rangeP

M (1) moment capacity of $9 bars in mid strip
(2) total mass of equivalent single-degree-of-freedom systen

14' moment capacity of 09 bars in corner strip

14" moment capacity of #7 bar- in corner strip

:ItN  negative momeiit capacity

MV, positive moment capacity

ItI ultimate momen. capacityu

n modular ratio

N number of adjacent reflectin- n-rftces

p wveighted percentage of reinforcement

P.E. potential energy

r . istic unit resistance0

r elasto-plastic unit resistanceep

r ultimate unit resistance
u
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H (1) slant distance between charge and wall
(2) total internal resistance of structural element

t A  normal dii'ance between charge and wall

ii radius of lacing bend

13 ultimate resistance
u
y resistance at yieldy

3 L spacing of lacing in the direction parallel to the .ongltu-
dinal reinforcement

tA  arrival time of blast wave

t time at which maximum deflection occurs

0 duration of positive phase of blast pressure

time to reach ultimate resistancep
t time to reach yield
Y

'' thickness of concrete sectionc

2 thickness of sand fl

v velocity

v' shear stress resisted by lacing reinforcement

v ultimate shear stress permitted on an unreinforc--d concrete

web

v shear stress at critical section
Ij

V shear in the mic strip

'I shear corresponding to moment capacity of #9 bars in t'ie
corner strip

V" shear corresnonding to moment canacity of dW' bars in the
corner strip

V. unit shear force at criticml section

V weight density of corcrete

V weight density of send

chiarge weight

X yield lint location

defc t <n

acceleration oi the mass

elastic deflection

-quivalent elastic deflection



X elasto-plastic dealection
ep
X maximum deflection
m

X plastic deflection
p

prmanent deflection

X deft.ction at yield

Z scaled slan-L distance between charge and wall
Z scaled aormal distance between charge and wall

A
angle foimed by the plane of lacing reinforcement and the
plane of the loneitudlnal reinforcement

coefficient for determining elastic and elasto-plastic re-
sistances

Y coefficient for determining elastic and elato-plastic de-
flections

sitrain

strain rate

0 support rotation angle

v F>'Isson's rq.io
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